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'JOHN ETLY ARRESTED BOTH BURdiED BUILD htW
AND NOW IN PRISON YESTERDAY DRY KILN
CMARGED WITH THE MURDER
OF HIS WIFE— DECLARES
INNOCENSE.
',HIS DAUGHTER SAYS
SHE SAW THE DEED
iea BLOOD-STAINED BUTCHER 0
0
KNIFE FOUND IN CLOSET
AT THE HOME.
Coal Hod First Stated That She Knew
Nothing of the Crime But was
bedewed to Tell.
Louisville, Nov. is.—John J. Etly
was presented in the Louisville police
seam this morning for temporary ar-
reignment on the charge of murder-
ing his wife. He was taken away
!mos the other prisoners to a private
omen is the corridor, where he gave
ova an inteeview.
Dar na the first of it he seemed
• It. be perfectly cool and collected, but
• uastions were fired at him more
• y he became badly rattled. son-
. and at times became badly off,
color in his answers •
"I am not guilty of the murder of
my wife. My God, nor' he began. "If
my daughter said that she did so be-
t:moo she was threatened and bluffed
irto it. They broke her They broke
her She just couldn't stand the cruel
hestment any longer and d'el every-
nitro to get relieved from it.
"No. Anna could have had no pther
motive in saying that about me She
loves nic and loved her mamma just
filo I loved both of them and all of
my falnly. But they just made her
say it. 11 know shell take it back af-
ter while."
I *Hight The blood on the knife. I can
easily see how gif got there. The po-
lo, knew they bad to pat the murder
• •eorieone. so they took me for a
. If there was any blood on
at knife, somebody else pat it there.
'You know that it's foolisk_to sup-
pose that I would have killed Jennie.
wb.e I was a poor man and she Was
the only one who could take care of
my six children. To think that any-
oaf could suspect me of this terrible
thing after I had lived with and loved
my 'wife for seventeen years No, it
Is not possible that I did it while
out of my senses and don't remember
it Why, everything that happened
that night is before me every mm-
Etly was arrested on evidence of
bis daughter, who says he saw the
murder
A blood-stained butcher knife was
found in a cubbard of the Etly home.
The Girl's Story.
I Anna Etly's story, as told to Judge
• Wi.son and the detectives, with Mrs.
Hayman preseut. is subetantisflY as
fellows:
1 sq., lying in my couch ivitlothe
cover almost to my eyes, I Wasn't
asleep, and saw papa come through
the room and go to the lertehk. He
kl• his shoes in the kitchen. He
came back with the things in his hand
and went to motlwr's bed. He look
ed like he was going to love mother.
' He took hold by the knot.of moth-
er's .hair and struck her twin. The
:fro time he struck mother, she dos-
, d her eyes, oh, so hard. Then be
took the knife in his left hand,
and drew h it across her throat.
Cape then went back into the kitchen,
and I guess he wiped the knife off on
ooe of mamma's aprons. He left the
apron on the floor and put tiie knife
,bacit. I guess.
01110'When papa came through thc room
asta'n he said if I said anything about
what happened he would do me in the
same way.
"My mother was intspigg and my
tittle brother was on the Moo crying,
so I jumped up. Mamma as throw-
ing her hands about. Io went to the
door of papa's room arid called to
'bim.
"He was dressed like he was when
be passed to the kitchen, except- that
he wore a gauze undershirt when he
came out the first-time. and when he
Gime nut again after I called him
.ite had on a thick undershirt.
"I took the baby from tinder
mother and went out to the kitchen
to wipe the blood from its.face. I used
.the apron father had used in the water
*ticket. It came out bloody and I
-Skid( there was blood in the.. budget
before 1 used it."
The girl thinks that when her
dither went to the kitchen he took off
les shoes and then went around the
side of the house and placed the panel
of fame against the front of the
NOW STORY OF MURDER
, WAS PROCURED
The statement of Anna Etly tfiat
she saw her father murder her moth•
cr in the bedroom of their home, at•
aer0 Brook street, came almost ex-
actly a week after the crime was corn-
fl tied. During all that time, until a
few hours befo-e she made her state-
ment, the child had issisted on her
original assertion that she knew noth-
ing of the tragedy save that she we,
aoakened by her mother's choking
anti gasping for breath, and found .ier
dying.
When Etly. Mrs. Perkins and Anna
Etly were taken hole Mrs Etlos
grave to the office of the chief of po-
lo and there subjected to a thre-
heurs' questioning, she was not shok-
en from this first story at all. At
the end of three hours the police au-
thcrities had learned nothng and Et-
I), Mrs. Perkins and the girl were
permitted to go
Anna Etly went to the home of
Mrs. Geo Perkins, the sister of Mrs.
Ftly. on A street, a short 'distance
from the Etly hope.
Monday sheriff:ion it was decided
that the solution of the mystery, if o
was to be solved, rested with the on
rrl, and it would be better to rentove
her from the influence of relatives,I
and after sequestering her, see if shel
would not tell all she kner.
Loom to place the children in t e
itivente chauffeurs here a number of autos
result
An order was accordingly 
secured, Nee York, Nov.
from Judge W !son, of the 
of the strike of the automobile cab
care of Mrs. Hayrnan, the jail matron, 
have been attacked and stoned by
Officers went to the Perkins borne 
strikers and their sympathizers, and
:nd found the child, who willingly
cempanied them. 
ac.i Mes. Nicholas Longworth, the daugh-
ter of President Roosevelt. was
Mrs. Hayman took the girl at first 
guin:rdi:dabnyafuotnor policemen while rid-
t3 her home, ote West Chestnut of New York.
street. It was not the plan to keepher there, however, it being intended 
toy rpfnove her to the jail, where
tnere would be no danger of outside t° a horse and set fire to h m and
interference To carry out this olanir de him a.
The child then became silent, and .
over town."
Scholars of Mrs. Mildred Davis Spent
'said nothing more amout the case that i
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O 0
O Louisville, Nov. 13.—It 0
O seems that the Etly murder 0
O mystery is sclvol. 1 -:ho Ftly 0
O husband of the murdered wo- 0
O man, was today arrested and 0
O charged with the crime upon 0
O evidence of his little daughter 0
O Anna, who says she saw the 0
O crime committed. 0
A large blood-stained butch- 0
er knife was found in a cub- 0
bard at the Etly home. Etly 0
denies the crime and says his 0
O daughter will retract state- 0
O meat 0
O 0
O 000000400
house. He took off his shoes so that
the eeighbors would not hear him,
gill thinks.
"After killing mamma," the girl con -
t need, "papa called me to his side
and *id! "You and I can take care
of the children ourselves, can't we,
dear r
"He asked me a number of times
recently if I didn't think he and 1
could take care of the children."
REMAINS OF CAPTAIN BUSH
AND MR. HODGE LAID
TO REST
Captain James Koger Received Tele-
gram Stating When Major Moss'
Body Will Arrive.
Yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock
the funerals of both Captain J. W.
Bush and Attorney James C. Hodge
-were held at Srnithland, and their re-
mains laid to rest in the cemetery at
that city.
The same hour was chosen for the
last obsequies, inasmuch as the de-
ceased had died about the same hour,
from the same cause, and were so
intimately &ow ated. Large con-
courses attended the services.
Hon. John K. Hendrick end wife,
Judge Williarn Marble, Attorney W
A. Berry, Attorney Checks Graseharn
and wife and others from here went
up yesterday to be present at the
cc rernocite.
Mom' Body Arrives Monday.
Captain James Koger yesterday re-
ceived a telegram from Mrs Mane
Moss Wheat, who stated She would
arrive t.ere next Monday morning at
7:45'o'clock with the remains of her
late father. Major Thomas E Moss.
They will come by the way of Cario.
and the Noels. H be taken immediste-
ly to the Elks' Home cie North Fifth
street it is ornOahle the felnero will
he held 1st afternoeitv but the hour
will not be set moil the family k con-
sulted on their arrival
Take Body Away.
The remains of Mrs Anna U.
ktrinedy will be taken to Unionville,
over the river, where today they
will he buried.
The deceased passed away at their
home in Rowlandtown, after a several
week's illness w th stomach trouble
She was 24 years of age and wife of
h4r. John Kennedy. the she carper
ter employed at the marine ways on
First and Washipgton streets
FOUR POLICEMEN
WERE ON GUARD
the Auto in Which President's
Daughter Made a Shopping
Tour in New York.
15—.As the
1
Delightful Evening at her Home.
Last evening the young gentlementbe child was veiled and driven to the Yesterday afternoon Mrs. Hayman i
ill. When they arrived there was left the child alone in the room for 
of the Sunday-school class of Mrs.
no one .in sight except a turnkey. The Itwo hours. She thought she was on Mildred Davis. of the 
Broadway
child was taken to the rooms of the the point of telling what she knew and Church. were 
entertained by the
ossestant matron, which had beeobrlieved that solitude would best teacher at her home on Kentucky av-
ereparicr'for her. MI the windows bring her to the necessary frame of, ehue, and a most charming time had.
,During the gathering there was ahod been screened so there would he mind-
's- chance for any one to recognile I Mrs. Hayman was right, for when goir:ted debate on "Character is Form-her from without. ed More By Heredity Then Environ-
.
she returned about 3 o'clock the
on a shopping tour
WORK WILL BE STARTED ON
IT NEXT MONDAY AT
VENEER PLANT.
The St. Louis Architects Are Hard
At Work Upon the Plana for
First National Bank Building.
Mr. Muscoe Burnett, of the Padu-
cah Veneer and Lumber Company of
rldechauicsburg, yesterday said they
expected to have work started Mon-
day spoil the new dry kiln be ldiag
that will be constructed in replacing
the one destroyed by fire several
i weeks ago. The grounds have been
cleared of the debris, while arrange-
ments are being made to begin upon
the new structure, which will be com-
pleted by the last of next month..
Working On Plans.
President Robert L. R of the
First National bank, yeZertay an-
nounced that the St. Louis architectt
are hard at work upon the plans for
the new Lto-story bolding the bank
'will cons•ruct at Th ed and Broid-
l way, this city. The bank officials hateInformed the draughtsmen of many
features they want incorporated in
the dressily, and as soon as the
latter are coemleted, they will be sent
here for scrutinization by the bankers,
who will then decide whether thee
sole If so. arrangements will, then
be &tatted tower& getting figures
from contractors. The balding wit
he the finest ;n this state outside of
Lonisville. and in keeping with the
eminent position tisk strong bank
occupies in the financial world..
Kolb New Ballibli.
Work was progressing nicely upon
the Kolb brothers' building on North
Third scree sear Broadway until the
snow fall, t*i SON Were terve&
to leave %Mogi Ti5e- leveret gays.
When the men resume they eriN ems-
mence on the roof, the structure be-
ing completed sufficiently for this
part of the building. Mr. Kolb be-
lieves he will be able to get his whole-
sale drug house opened by the first
of next year, and will be deterred in
this by bad weedier only.
NOT YET READY
Further Time Given Committee to Re-
port on Goddess of Labor Matter.
During the meeting of Central La-
bor Mody last evening further time
oac giver for a report to the corn-
niittee selected to look into the ques-
tion ai to whether or not the God-
des, of Labor chosen last 'Labor Day
is eligible to hold the position. The
committee has not yet finished look-
ing into some matters it desires to bee
fin( submitting its statement for ac-
tion by the entire labor body.
ENTERTAINED CLASS.
it waionecessary to get her into the
31-ii without any one knowing it.
Accordingly, a few minutes later
any said it was all buiscombe, taw sr.
odic published in the kfternoon papers
that the reason the Illisois Control
Mad moved its old dispatchers budding
from near the Union depot, down to
Eleventh and Kentucky avenue wa,s
t prevent the city from running Ken
tucky avenue through the railroad
yards from Eleventh where it sow
ends, over t where Twelfth comes
in on the opposite side of the yards.
Continuing, he asserted that the ra.1-
rose had for many months had under
cinsideration the question of moving
the building, and that just now they
had time to do this, and acted accord-
ingly.
At present where Kentucky avenue
would exist if extended from Elev-
enth over to Twelfth, the I C. yards
ate located, with hundreds of tracks
used for 'the cars and engines. The
end of the old freight house shed
stops right where the avenue would
run if costumed on throat* The old
•esitakber's heiblem Oak ems ler
YAMS ee fie "If" week War tie /111Ir
ion depot, was several days ago put on
wheels and pulled by engines down
to the end of the old freight house
shed, and there deposited It stands
right in the of where the av-
enue would run if extended. Now the
dispatchers are being transferred from
the two story portion of the Broad -
WI: c. eld freight home to
the building. The second story of
the moved structure will be used by
the telegraph operators and the first
floor by the trainmaster and yard of-
fice.
Mr. Donovan says the road of
course does not want the avenue ex-
tended through the yards, as this
would prove a death trap for the trav-
el ng public on account of the hun-
dreds of trains going back and forth
th,ioughout the entire day and night.
Although the road does not want the
public street extension made, still this
fact was foreign to their 'idea when
they moved the dispatchers building,
as they ad no intention whatever of
blocking th- 'tot where the avenue
would run
Flue Blew Out of Engine.
The passenger train due in last
night at 8:3o o'clock from Memphis,
Ti n., did not arrive rail about 13
o'clock, a flue blowing out in the en-
gine, incapacitating it thereby. The
accident happened about thirzy miles
out of Memphis, and being a long die-
tance between stations, the crest had
to walk miles looking for a telephone,
when they then sent word back to the
Bluff City for a fresh engine. which
Mrs. Hayman about to von the child handed her a sheet of paoer meld, and it proved very entertain- was rushed out to them, and brought
Light refreshments were served. the train on this way.giirs confidence. She asked no ours_ on which was written, "Send eitl.er ;,ng.
t (.ns concerning the tragedy. She Idle Chief or Judge Wilson." She had
sta-..ed with the chld almost con-been scrawling on this paper, which(
-t.intly Tuesday. twAs the police matron's letter head,
he first intimation the child ga.,. ; and had written this note in the co:- Lucian
ta...t she was about to reveal wha: she :ner.
elver/ came about noca Tneidav. She1 Mrs. Hayman sent at once for
ac looking out of the window, when Judge Wilson. The child said she Lucian Mallory of the city has been
presented by the government in Bea-
Hayman aslced
.he began to -weep silent!, Mrs. knew the judge, and she seemed wil -
t was the matter. ling to talk to him. But when Judge vet county, Oklahoma, ten miles from
It's so pretty and bright out there" jWilson arrived, the child wavered where Mr. A. D. Cosby went last
shr 
.tiowered. "rwonld like to be oit. again. She would tell nothing. ,week to locate. Mr. Mallory receivedThe man whp killed mamma ought to At 6 o'clock Judge Wilson returned his land as a present from the gov-he ;sere instead of me." Ito the ail ernment for services rendered in the
7Who is the mw, Anna-" asked Mrs there. Judge 
j. Detectives Donahue and 
Wilson  late Spanish-American war. There
-
LAND GIFT.
Mallory and Others Givin
Land by Government
Hayman.
Then it was that the child for the
fist time brought her ..feher into the
ca se.
"When the man is fonn4," she said,
"he will look just like papa."
The assertion was startling, but
Mrs. Hayman did not show surprise,
as she wanted the child to continue
her confidences.
"Why do you say that?" she asked.
"Because if mamma liked any cne
it would be some one like papa," she
answered.
Later the child said:
"If it were papa I would like for
them to put oil on him and tie him
day.
OTC
again spoke to the child, still it was
unavailing. As he left the room
Judge Wilson remarked:
"I am nonplussel. I don't know
what to do."
The detectives suggested that he
try again. Returning to the room,
the judge told the child that if she
trid the truth everything else she had
dent could be forgiven.
Then Anna Etly gave way and told
the story of how her father had mut-
deeed her mother and how she had
been kept silent by the threat her
father made when the deed was cons-
mind that she would be injured if
she told anything
!arc a number of others who will make, application and will no doubt be
I given a quarter-section of land. Bob
'Willingham, near Mayfield, and J. K.
P. Chapman of Hickory have also
been given the same amount of land
for services rendered in the civil war.
It is not known whether they will ac-
cept it under the rtiTes of having to
live on it for a certain TonnSer of
' years or not, but Mr. Mallory states
tnat he will probably go some time
soon and take possessjon of his land,
—Mayfield Messenger.
—The dealers in arnmsanition are
doing a lively balsams shim the quail
',...)oring seamen, opened.
Hospital Improvements.
Work is progressing nicely on the
new buildings and additions at the
Tl'inois Central railroad hospital on
West Broadway, where the mechan-
ics have been laboring for several
weeks. Chief Surgeon D. G. Mur-
rell expects the improvements to be
completed within the next week or
ten days, when they will be put into
service.
The
Pay Car Comm Today.
NO ATTEMPT ''OFFICER BUSY
AT B.LOCKADINOr GETTING READY
GENERAL AGSM' DONOVAN RUIIHINo PREPARATIONS PORSAYS THE IDEA IS VERY I THE UNITED 'TAT=
FOR MONTHS CONTEMPLATED MANY 816 AC IONS
MOVING DISPATCHER'S OFFICE' COMING UP AT TERM
PASSENGER TRAIN FROM MEM- PRESIDENT REHEOPIPS SE.PHIS OVER N. C. & L. AMINATIOWINTINUEDTHREE HOURS LATE. OVER.
Work Prograssiag Nicely on New agand Balthasar sow moo use
Buildings at the Railroad Hos- la Insurance compsay far pital--Pay Car Comes Today. 1 New Mandamus Action
•
General Agent John T. Donovan of Deputy United States Illsoultalthe Illinois Central railroad "ester- Wade Brown is very busy at peons,being kept up day aad night Nei( to
thiferent portions of the surround*
country summoning w tnesees to.sie
tend the federal court, that edll be
coevened next Monday morning by
Judge Walter Evans who comes dams
from Lnaisegle for that impose
The deputy has to serve aIl the papms
in each cage and get things is Awe
for the term, and an many important
matters arc before the rribussd, it is
keeping him hest/lag in getting over
the ccienstry.
Reeteleing Nehhopf.
Pres dent E Rehlroof. of the E.
Rehkooi Saddlery Company, is eon
ondeisoin if a personal examiaatioe
before Referee Pansy of 'he bankrupt
court giving in Ms staiements in
the litigation at tee*, to force hisfirm into ,„ The object of
the exa is the game as in all
cases. ttat of ascertain ng the extent
et pft isseso al tita compasy as it4, imp.. swat imptvirtipe, as-
vie stork the 11rm controk
The examination-. bas not yet been
finished by'rhe referee. in order that
the creditors can look over the hem*,
thenteelves. Referee Paten- adjcierned
the examination of Mr. Rehiropf over
until after the federal coert, which
meets here Woodsy.
Ifunbantre Tneurattee.
Mrs Maud Baltbaser has filed suit
in the circuit 'este serialist the Illi-
nois L fe Insersoce Comoany for en-
forred collection of totem she Aims
ie due her as the amiriont of a Oolgello
held dnrine life he her late linshasik '
Louis Balthaser. the welcomer man
who died one year ate. She claims
the company refuses to *pay over 'Ile
•
New Mandamus Soft.
Yesterday the Paducah
Company filed the new mandamus
snit, which this time ie aga nst nty
Clerk Bailey alone The company
seeks to force the clerk to issue a
license to the distilleries people, en-
titling *eat to sell liquor in as small
qamtities- as one quart. The judge
has hot yet set the day foi a hearip.,
Property Transferred.
Property on the west side of South
Fourth between tlark and Adams
streets has been sold by L W. Beta-
he m to T. 0. Anderson for $3.000 and
the dced filed for record yesterday
with the clerk.
Jalla McClure cold to W. H. Culp
for $2.200 land in the county.
Mrs. Marietta glimpeott transferred
land on the Blantlille road. in the
county. to Mrs. Della M. Sisk. Mrs.
Tapecott gave the property to Mrs.
Sisk with the understanding that the
latter was to care for Mrs. Tapseott
for the balance of the latter's days.
T. 0. Anderson transferred to Rosa
Anderson for $t and love and afire- `
twin property on the wesf side Oh
Sonth Fourth heeween Clark said
Adams. streets.
Mrs: M. A. Gibson sold to Joseph
and Ifiancy Rogers for Seco property'
,in the Thm-man addition,
NOT JAMES J.
I. C. pay car comes in today
to pay of the employes, and as re- John Corbett, One-legged Moocher,
stilt the retail stores keep open to- Taken Charge of Again.
n'ght.
ROUTINE BUSINESS.
of Note Before the Lans7
Trustees .I.est Iteenhar.
John Corbett, the one-legged bag-,
!gar, was arrested again yeoterdy,
0thr time being picked up in. Seams-
iceberg and locked *P. He
beastly drunk. Corbett was arree2
l ieveral days ago for being &solo bat
!released, and it was thought he
Last evening the trustees of Car- left the city. He is a greet nttiss
negie library held their postponed while intoxicated with h's persist
session at the building cm Ninth and pleas for assistance, moot-Mott every-
Broadway, but there was 'within be- body that came slaw. • ,
fore them except some :octave bush
new. It did not take long so die- taro Ink pronsselli, se. L. t4,) ars
pose of what was up foe cossoldlersSient, sego yesterday.
•
alle
••
7,r-A
• en
PADUCAri WATS F'REPARIfitl Sabf3 rAttLYTROUbLES Willi JAPAN
FOR IMPORTANT TRIPS HOW AMERICAN NAVAL OFFI-
CERS BROKE THROUGH
LINES OR HERMIT
NATION.
CITY OF SALTILLO AND CIT
GOVERNOR OF IOWA AND r
BATTLEGROUND AT SHILO
MONIES WILL BE CONDUC
TO PADUCAH EN ROUTE B
ASHCRAFT LEAVES TOMOR
TO GET THINGS READY FO
CATE THE IOWA STATE M
phis, are preparing' for the r big trips
next week, when they will carry the
governor of Iowa and a delegation of
161 from that state to Shiloh battle-
field, where the officials wilt conduct
the dedication ceremonies for the
snonument erected upon the places oc-
cupied by the Iowa regiments during
the Civil war. The Memphis will meet
its party here and go on to Shiloh
th them while the Saltillo nl meet
the governor and his branch of the
delegation at Johnsonville, Tenn., and
take them on up. Both steamers re
turn tiseir guests to this city, where
tLe lowans leave for their home over
the Illinois Central railroad.
The governor of Iowa and his delc-
,^ation left the state capitol of Iowa
last Tuesday on a special train that
carried them to Vicksburg, Miss.,
where they dedicated the monument
rhowing the pos lion occupied by the
Iowan regiments during the battle
there. From Vicksburg, they go to
Andersonville, Ga., Chickamatsga
Park, Missionary Ridge and Lookout
Mountain to hold similar exercises at
the monuments erected upon thes-.
respective battlegrounds. FinishinK
at Lookout Mountain, the party
comes to Johnsonville, Tenn., on the r
special train. There they will be met
by the steamer City of Saltine. which
leaves St Loins tomorrow The
steamer gets here Monday meanie;
and proceeding on up the Tennessee
river, reaches Johnsonville Tuesday
There the delegation is taken aboard
and carried on to Shiloh Park.
The City of Memphis, which has
been lay'ng at St. Louis for some-
time, leaves there next Monday and
gets here Tuesday. The craft will be
met here by the second delegation
which comes by rail from Iowa and
which party will be taken from here
Y OF MEMPHIS WILL CARRY
61 FRIENDS TO THE NATIONAL The little Hurry the government is
hi. WHERE DEDICATION CERE- having with Japan just now recalls to
TED—ENTIRE CROWD COMES mind some of the other troubles we
AC K HOME—MAJOR JAMES H. have had with that island empire. For
ROW AFTERNOON FOR SHILOH !several centuries Japan would have
R THE EXERCISES THAT DED1- no dealings with other nations ex-
ONUMENT ERECTED THERE. cept Portugal and Ch.na. Ship-
wrecked sa lors of any other nation,
tyifortunate enough to be cast upon
will the island, were enslaved or at leastCaptain James Koger's iteamboato Tuesday to Shloh, where they kept prisoners. During the adrnin-
the City of Saltillo and City of Mem- jog the governor and crowd. The L.istratton of President Polk the gov
PONY ON SKATES.
"Baby Ruth" Gives a Remarkable
Exhibition.
combined delegations then hold the
Shiloh ceremonies the 23rd and 2,4th
of this month. While this is going on
the N.. C. & St. L. railroad will bring
the empty -pec al train of the eover-
nor to Paducah, where it • will be
turned over to the Illinois Central.
The City of Saltillo and City oh
ernment received information that
quite a number of American sailors
were thus held in bondage, and .t
was determined to make an effort to
secure their release, and, jf possible.
establish treaty relation:44,kb Japan.
A navel expedition was fitted out
under the command of Commodore
Memphis will then bring both parties Biddle. Among his instructions was
hack to this city, which will be one chargimg him to be careful and
do nothing that would offend the Jap-
arese. He tried to enter the harbor
at Nagasaki and open communication
with the authorities, ,but in this lie
was baffled for some time. At last
he succeeded in getting to an -
chorage. when he was visited by
several Japanese officials. During the
visit an American officer stepped on
board one of the Japanese junks
which was in violation of Japanese
etiquette, so the American was
promptly thrown down and knocked
overboard. For this Commodore Bid-
will be many ladies in the delegatipn. die demanded an apology. The next
Major J. H. Ashcroft of this city day he was notified that at noon the
offending Jap officer, with tits father.is one of the cominiasioners for Shiloh
National park, and the ceremonies mother, sisters and brothers, grand -
an under direct superrisio„ a he mother, wife and wife's sister, would
aid the other members of the tont- present themselves on board the
American flagship with orders to dis-
mission. Major Ashcraft leaves here
embowel themselves in the presencetomorrow afternoon on the steamer
of the commodore and his officers, asKentucky for the battlegroundinorder l
to get thin -5 ready for the exercises 
a satisfaction for the insult offered
He will probably return on one of the 
the American. Of course the Ameri
, can commodore and h -s officers, as
teats bringing the governor arid eould pennit nothing of the
'crowds back. Colonel Cornelius kind i and this refusal cost .he
hCads Isee,ntatio:c,hredr iteofrethethatcomhnie wssilol n jeori;n, failure of his expedition, as it gave
'
the Jaw; such a poor impnession of 
the boat at Danville. Tenn , and go on the power and dignity Of the Unted
to the park. 
. 'States government that they ordered
There are moo in the governor' Biddle to leave at once, without the
party who will be handled by the shipwrecked sailors.
Sakillo, and 62 in the delegation in •The next expedition was under the
charge of the City of Memphis. The" command of an officer of different cal-
reached about the 26th or 27th. Ths
crowd leaves the boats here and again
takes to the trains which will carry
them back home. They will not stay
here over an hour, as just as quickly
as they can get off the boats and
load onto the coaches, the trains de-
part with them
This will be one of the most die-
tinguished.parties ever coming to this
city, as it will include the governor,
nearly all of the state officers, some
senators, congressmen and others
standing h gh in the world. There
iboats be.nar the finest afloat, they arc.
always chnrtered for these big trips
Out of the most remaelikhe exhi-
bitions ever given in CoNsville by
a dumb brute was seen yesterday at
the Princess skating rink, at the old
armory, when "Baby Ruth," the only
pony :n the world that performs on
skates, gave her opening perform-
ance. Before a crowd that taxed the
spacious build.ng, the pony Went
through all the intricate movements
of skating with all the skill of a hu-
man being. Salvos' of applause evinc-
ed the wonderment of the ontookers
as the animal deftly skirted the crowd
that lined the walls, neatly turned the
corners and executed every maneu-
ver of the sport. says the Post.
The pony's act is not the result Or
coercion or trick. This was shown
by the fact that a person was select-
ed from the audience to lead it. Guid-
ed by Miss Suciz-. HeMs, the little
daughter of Mr. W. H. Heins of 623
West Walnut select, the pony per-
firmed. Every move executed by
the cbild was duplicated 'by the aeri-
aget, which seemed to be more in-
von oil watching i,s feet rather that.
being nonplused' hr the elandits of
thc audience.
"Baby Ruth- also perforaled with-
out the guidance of Miss Heins, show-
ing that she cannot only think, but
can put her thoughts into eteecution.
The "act- has none of the tawdri-
nese nor spectacular .of the average
cocoa pciformance, but is. -one of
cleverness and -cause 'lot coosidera-
tion. Whether it is the result of long
tinning or unusual itiatinct on the
tort of the animal. it is truly re-
in- arkable.
"Baby Ruth- is only thirty-four
inches in height, and for this reason
;done is a marvel. Despite her anon
size she is the height of symmetry
and the object of great admiration by
t' c women and children. She is en-
at a cost of $6o0 by- the man-
eagement of the rink.
Mr. J. A. Beoefiel of Elwood. Ind..
who owns "Baby Ruth,' gained knowL
edge of the animal's attaineneene hy
eceident. When he boueht the pony
it was doing duty pulling- a ehild's
cart and was purchased at the small
vice of $23, Mr. Benefiel has since
bean offered many thousands for
"Baby Ruth," and has refused it. To
show that he is sincere in hi5 coo-
t.ention that the pony is the only one
in the world that can perform an
skates, Mr. Benefiel says he will give
Sr() to the owner of any horse in the
city that can ever retain its feet on
skates.
STAVE FACTORY
BURNS AT CAIRO.
Cairo. 111.. New. 15.—Fire complete-
ly destroyed the NordmaneStave fne-
tory at Thirty-fourth street and the
Rig Four railroad last night about
9.30 o'clock. Loss about $7,000; fully
nrlain if fire a my;req,
ibra_from Biddle. Capt. Glynn, who
commanded, was a rough and ready
aailor, with but little diplomacy about
PRINCE TO WED iton. bur possessed of 1 great deal of
A POOR GIRL determination. As he approached the
harbor of Nagasaki he was met by
For Love He Has Given Up Title and a number of Japanese boats, the fore-
an Income mostliolding out to the American ves-
a 
of S ,a00.000
sel a parchment on the end of a longYear.
reed. Capt. Glynn took the parch-
ment. and without ronaing at it con!Berlin. Nov. is --Another flutter
has been caused in high society. temptuously tossed it into illy   .oid she was very beatititlly dressed.
which has scarcely r,,,, orso from At this a number of Japantaie officers o'fleethe entered a Randolph 'fleet the -
the effects of the revelations of the Plunged into the o tier to rescue the . at last Saturday's matinee with
ii %e affair of Prince Joachim and Ma- i secred writing. Glynn pushed on t.. woman friend and !an ied her seat
rie Sulzer, by another royal romance. an anchorage. ' but that not suiting ecks to an usher As -he awished
This. time it is Prince Bberwyn, of him, proceeded farther up ihe bay in ai tl fron-froued down tie aisle she
Bentheim and Steinfurt, who hasiscerch of another. At this the Japs se:feared a perm:molt-A..1i of all that
caused the excitement, protested wildly. the interpeeter exqussite
lie became infatuated with Fanny shouting out: "Go no furthe-' The usher, beauty and the
t.-iend tattled nie fourth row from
the reef:lights 'The ostler turned
down the seats -lel bowed low as he
handed back tle checks The beam)
4,1
„Atli :..ESrrifr1NG
ANE of the most sty-
lish things today, ac-
cording to the fashion
papers, is the Dorothy
Dodd Shoe.
$3.00 $3.50 $4.00
kof the ilex, and then
teo•oe sailed back eio: 1.rth before :he
firry detivertra . or -*, -4.. 4.,.
alather until the forts 14 r silenced.
Koch, daughter of a tradesman, who
is mayor of a small poovincial town,
and declared his intention to marry
her. His father. Prince Alexis. and
the other members of his family did
their utmost to dissuade him, point-
ing con that the laws of their prince-
ly house would compel him -to' re-
neunce all honors to which he was
born. Prince Eberwyn was obdu-
rate.
Thereupon a familY council was
summoned. and Prince Eberwyn in
their presence formally renounced his
biathright He took a solemn oath
never to dispute the right of his
younger brother. Prince Victor, to
succeed hm as hereditary prince and
head of the family at 'his father's
-death. .Simultaneously he w”com-
pelled.to resign as lieutenant of the
Prussian bodyguard.
His sacrifice involves the right to
euccessiem to many thousands of
neves oi land and an income that is
estimated to amount to Steeno,000 an-
annually. The wedding will take
place next week
Go no Further" Tao 1:1‘
Glynn tartly replied. "Stranger.
I'll go just where I plea-v. and 1 do
not mean to speak to a -mgle per-on
of less rank than a priece or a got -
color." and then sailed on until he
found an anchorage that -tilted his
notions of comfort and safety.
The next day the governor called,
and to show him all honor the Ameri-
can commander opened .1 case .of
clempagne. The interpreter MS emcd
him that the prince never drank.. "He
is o ith me now and must drink." was
the reply, and drink he did Capt.
Glynn then informed him that he had
come for the American sailors then
held in slavery, and that he did not
intend to' depart without them, and
that he should sail in just three days.
Tat governor protested that it would
take forty days to send to Yeddo
and get an order for the release of
Inc sailors. tint Capt. Glynn aternly
itj1A .rthat files must be ii board
his vessel by noon the third day, or
he would bombard the city. He said
tnis with so much spirit that it im-
pressed haste on the governor, and
some hours before the allotted time
For Dr. Pendley. tele- el: psed they were in the hands of
phone 416.
"23" FOR THE
'RAILWAY PASSES./
"Pay Your Fare or Walk" Will Be
the Motto of Western Roads
After January a.
Chicago, Nov. 15—Sentiments ex-
pressed at the meeting of the Western
Pass Committee yesterday indicate
that the railway pas will vanish en-
tirely from the West on January r.
The new rate law prohibits its issu-
ance for interstate travel after that
date to anybody but railway officials
and -employes of common carriera,
and the Western railroads manifest
a strong disposition to discontinue
issuing it for state btrAness. The
committee will meet again on No-
vember 22. when the retteefion will he
settled.
In the 'discussions at the meetine
was made clear that the roartfeh
probably would continue to give state
passe: except for the apprehension
that the jecipients would use thorn for
interstate trevel. and thereby subject
both giver and recipient to proseev-
tion and impriireornent under fae in-
t( r0 a t e commerce set.
11.•-•.•
thr doughty American captain.
In 1852. not long before the close
of his administration, President
inure decided to make an attempt to
break the Japanese exclusiveness and
prepared a large naval expedition un-
der the command of Commodore. M.
C Perry. The commodore bore au-
thority to conclude a -treaty and a
letter from the president to the em-
peror of Japan enclosing in a very
coatly box of solid gold, and a num-
ber of valuable and curious presents.
It was not until t85,3 that the ex-
pedition reached japan and delivered
the letter of the president. it then,
according to insttuctions, sailed to
China to give the Japs tirtie to digest
the letter. In 1854 Perry returned to
the island, and ?titer many delays and
much ceremony finely concluded a
treaty of commerce and amity. This
was the first opening of the doors of
Japan to the world,
in the 'so's there WAS a revolution in wit. 
Japan and the ruler peremptorily or-
dered on foreigners. to leave the coup.
try To. this the American minter earls, money kings or party bossea.
ro otesteal au' the W-;,-..indette was sert Successive, lone- continued. not spas-
to enforce the protest. As the Amer- modic effort, "party tyranny could be
can vessel. noiaed the harbor it was verthrown," says ,Mr. James Bryee,
Inet by the Jneanc.h ,navy and Y e the English leader, "were the better
wac opened !. oni the forts on OW Ciii7.01S to maintain nnbroken through
ehort. The Ahier:csei"Inade eitort. a series of elections that unity and
The Peacock's Voice.
was a very beam:int woman
sh tie
"Is them "nen " she- demanded.
rilly
: he ush• ,iid not Vk •rce. He bowed
1:-rice as ho as before
"Them seats is yourn," said. he- -
(1,irasto Record-Herald,
_ 11111111111111holie 
Watches
Diamonds
WARRANTED JEWELRY
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
IN STOCK.
Edison and Victor Phonegrapbs
and a General Supply of music
on hand. If you want to buy.
it will pay you to call and see
our stock.
Look out for our HollItlag
goods. Attractive Prices and.
present for everybody.
WARREN & WARREN 417 Breadwal
,
(it:
:`-•• exercise the greats
• • hclecting our cut glass
Consequently our cliI)lay is of the
highest standard. We aim to combine
perfection in color; brilliant finish; artis-
tic and exclusive designs.
Our present stock cannot be excelled.
(Wedding and Holiday Gifts
JAN 
•
Jeweler,
•
The Contest for Good Government
The contest good swernment is
ae emending conflict. V hether it be
a ioatost w :11 pots Le pi ,ical or with
pcwer financial or s m organized
greed in alliance with 0: mixed crime.
"eternal vigilance is Of price of lib-
city, says the Louisville Post.
- In America the eontest for liberty is
not with a foreign foe, but it is with
demesne enemies; with seekers for
privilege.: oith corporations engaged
on predatory enterprises, with alli-
at.ccs so often made between the
gieedy and the vicious. The phase of
this conflict changes yearly, and the
change throws the people off of their
guard, but the enemy is tinsleeping
The citizens who care for liberty
in all the meaning of the word should
be unsleeping. Temporary checks
should not discourage the men who
oe call( d reformers, because they
believe the prevailing conditions ef
public affairs can *be improved. A
y(ar ago Pennsylvania was controlled
by these reformers; this year there
is a reaction, and this year the openly
de -iared enemies of civic righteous-
ness have a majority of 6o,00o.
But these beneficiaries of graft and
criminal license have a majority of
35,000 in Philadelphia and 30.000 in
Pittsburg. Outside of these two dl-
we have the reformers in a ma-
jority.
Ken carry their party bonds light-
ly in these days, but they lack lead-
ers of high character and unfaltering
purpose and intellectual power. These
esiii come; in the meantime men who
believe in popular inStitutions will
continue their warfare against all
forms of tyranny, against the ten-
dency of power to concentrate in the
hands of a few men -grand dukes.
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rerg. Let us build the house; you pay for it as you
pay tent. VaeOtt lots In all parts of the city. Nice lots oa the
proposed car extension on Broad to union depot and oa MISR
streets from 115o to lino each. Bey now on Installment pis*
while cheap. The is the highest ground I. the city. Property la
anvancing rapidly.
M'CRACKElt REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPOPATZD.
Ldlard D. Sanders, Pre. and K. Phone 765.
vigor of action of which they have
at rare moments, and under the im-
pulse of urgent duty, shown them-
%Pres capable." "In America," he
adds, "as everywhere else in the world,
the Commonwealth suffers more often
hem apathy or shortsightedness in
oh, tipper classen who 'ought to lead.
Iltan front ignorance or recIslessitecc in
the humble; classea. who are gea
etally ready to follow when they ale
wisely and patriotically lean"
"Wise and patridtic leadership," that
is the need of the hour. It is fOnsid
, in Mr. Roosevelt, but it 'is needed in
our state capitals, in our larger ch-
ic,: as much as it ia needed Wash-
ineton.
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FINED FOR A
4 GENEKAL FIGHT
it 4
JACK NELSON, ED SEARS AND
PAT MOORS ASSESSED
Sto EACH.
Win McMurray, Colored. Held to
*e Grand Jury on Charge of Theft
and Obtaining Money
Falsely.
Pat Moore, Jack Nelson end Ed
Sears were fined $io and costs each
in thc police court on the charge of
engaging in a general fight some
weeks ago at a saloon on Norton.
near Fifth street
Zeb Wallace, colored, was held to
the grand jury on the charge of steal-
* Log a pick from the Memphis Asphalt
contractor who is laying the brick
street on Washington near Third
street.
Will McMurray, colored, was held
over to the circuit court grand jury
on two different charges, one, accus-
ing him of stealing the overcoat and
s*t of clothing from Leo Rafalsky at
Hotel Belvedere, and the other charg-
ing him with obtaining money under
fare pretenses by claiming to Bob
Cissoingham the clothing belonged tot
him, and thereby getting Cunningham •
to purchase sofas of it.
Mrs. Matheny was fined $1 and
costs for being drunk.
The court ordered sold a cow that
had been taken up on the streets.
John Haynes, colored, was put un-
der $seo bond to keep the peace to-
nerd another darkey.
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Vash-
President Rosseavalt's Voyage.
President oRosevelt has been out
o‘.the Mits of the country once be'
f• oie since his accession to office. That
wise when he made the trip by sea
frcen New Orleans to Washurton
But then he had the American Sag
flyieg over him all the time.
ør' the trip to Panama he *will have
the flag with him while on the bat-
tiest+ p Louisiana, and also while
he is on the canal strip proper, but if
he crosses the line to receive the
courti sics of the officials of the states
of Panama he will once again smash
a presidential precedent..
It is perhaps a matter of sent ment,
but the country does not like to see
the president place himself under any
unknown and unnecessary perils
Doubtless a trip to Panama is as safe
as a tr•p across the continent Doubt-
less also it will be of benefit to oar
work of canal building, both by put-
t:•g the pres dent in personal knowl-
edge of more facts than he ass get
From printed reports, and by stim-
ulating the forte of men at work up-
°, the canal to greater efforts be-
cane of the president's manifestation
of his deep personal interest in their
work. An incidental benefit may
ahin lie in the compliment to Panama
which will make smoother our path-
way ie onr relations often delicate,
with that small state. Bat, despite
all thees things, t is safe to say that
a referendum would show that the
people wish the president had stayed
at home.
So far as the precedent for the fu-
tura goes, it is sift to say that it
will be subject to a strict construc-
tion. President Roosevelt is making
a business trip, not a pleasure tr•p,
and the precedent cannot be stretched
to apply beyond strictly business lines.
May his voyage be pleaol-ne his re-
sults all that he could wish, and his
return safe 
—Chicago Record-Herald.
Some American consuls abroad
complain that they have to pay as
mach as $6 or $7 a month in fines
ooti letters etc. sent to °then% with
insufficient postage.
Where might seems to maks right
it is but making ruin.
DELINQUENTS SIX CAUSES FOR
TURNED IN ABSOLUTE UIVUtiCE Labor to Keep up Warfare
SHERIFF OGILVIE TURNED IN
LIST OF PEOPLE OWING
TAXES.
The Sheriff Gets Warrants from the
Clerk and Collects What He
Can by End of Year.
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie yesterday
finished making out the list of people
who twee not paid their county and
state taxes for this year. The list
contains about eight hundred names,
together with a description of the
property on which taxes are due, and
Aro the sum owed by tacit land own-
er On this property the sheriff has
put the 6 per cent penalty on account
of the owners not having paid their
taxes. Now the sheriff turns the list
in to the county clerk, who keeps it
in his office, but issues "tax warrants"
which are given bac'k to the sheriff.
These warrants provide the property
owner shall pay the original amount
of his taxes, the 6 per cent put on
by the sheriff for allowing the pay-
ment to become delinquent while an-
other per cent is added because the
o.vner of the-property let things run
on until the clerk had to issue a tax
warrant. The penalties and =tea
cost amount to about is per cent al-
together.
The sheriff takes these warrants
ist-n him by the clerk, and collects
as many taxes as possible by the last
of next month. The sheriff then goes
to Frankfort to settle with the acute
tor for the taxes due the common-
weahls. His actual collectiqps are
credited him, and then he is given
client for the remainder of the taxes
which will come through the hands
of the county clerk, who, after the
first of next year, collects those taxes
the sheriff could not get before the
end of this year.
Today the clerk begins making out
the tax warrants, one against every
dc!inquent property owner. The sher-
•ff then collects as many of these as
he can by the end of next anoeth,
wlele those he cannot get he tarns
beck to the county clerk, who has
charge of the collections after Janu-
ary .
DUCK HUNTERS CAPSIZE
AND ONE IS DROWNED
ONE- THIRD OF PROPOSED
BILL HAS ALREADY
BEEN ADOPTED.
' Hickman, Ky. , Nov. is—While out
on Reelfoot lake, ten milts below
here, the canoe containing Messrs.
Charles Dell and Jim Haynes cap-
sieed. They were hunting ducks and,
being near a flock, raised their guns
to shoot. Their movements caused
the boat to rock and dip water and
capsize Mr. Haynes tr ed to reac'i
safety but his heavy, wet clothes were
such a drawback that he sank.
They were half a mile from the
k. but in many places the water
is shallow Deil managed to reach
one of these shallow places and, with
the cold water up to his shoulders.
he stood there one hour and thirty
minutes before anyone saw him and,
being so far from the bank, he could
not easily bc heard. When carried
to the bank, he was almost dead and
perfectly numb After much rubbing
and blanketing he recovered.
Mr. Deil is a resident of St. Louis
and was spending a few days on
Reelfoot -lake hunting and fishing.
Me. Haynes had Feed by the lake,
end was a good hunter and boatman,
and was a guide for Mr. Diet Mr.
Haynes was about n years old. Four
hciurs after drowning his body was
found and at once brought to the La-
Clede hotel here.
Mr Deil left this morning for his
I
-erne in St. Louis.
It is not a religious use of the int-
,
agination to have an imaginary relg-
On.
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P THOMSON'S
"GLOVE - FITTING
CORSETS
This store has always 111 sncee.s with the
fatuous Thomson's "Olove-Fittill•r• t.,.
wayot a fine line of Thomson's here; the
very latest and best. Plenty of all sizcn in .cvory
style, and we shall continue to have them ; for thn
Thomson is "Glove-Fitting" Corset is one of tho
very best produced in tliie eonntry. and i is nut •
ural that it should be fully represented at all times
in the foremost Corset department..
Every Thomson's "Glove-Fitting- Corset is
guaranteed to give satisfactory wear 
Price begins at .. . $1.00
LABOR To KEEP
ur WARFARE
FEDERATION INDORSES THE
AC fiON OF GOMPERS IN
Philadelphia, Nov. is.—The Na-
t:anal Congress on Un'form Divorce
Laws, in session in thls city, has
arlopted about one-third of pro"
to • d uniform Vila as ell sfted by the
ct mmittee ape ited at the rieet.n4
held in Washington nine months ago.
Tic per7Lone adopted include seven
causes under which annulment of a
marriege may be obtained, and six
causes tor absolute divorce.
Delegates from twenty-seven states
and the district of Columbia and rep-
resentat yes of all Proteetant denom-
inations who attended the Interne-
t oral conference on marriage, to-
gether with the Catholic B.shop Shan-
lee of North Dakota, attended the
s.ssions, whch were presided over
be Gov. Pennypacker.
Discussion of the bill by sections tare from its former pol cy, but a
Govan at the afternoon seasion, the kgical culmination of a long period
of evolution.
"We have never opposed politics
in our organization," says the report.
"Though we have always opposed par-
tisan politics, independent vot ng with
an eye single to the interests of la-
The important changes in the bill bor ts urged upon all members of the
i.are the striking out of all references affliated unions"
to proceedings and pract ce, leaving The report was adopted and this
'the question for the various legista. action upholds President Gompers'
nye bodies to pass upon The corn- PfTtleal attitude.
mittee decided that so long as oyes The re - el of Frank K Foster and
hterings are held aad the laws pro- James Wilson, the fraternal delegates
vide for direct service on the re_ of the American Federation of Labor
spondent and fix a punishment for 'to the thirty-ninth annual enevelt-
cr.11usion, the measure need not con- don of the British trades union con-
firm to any fixed rule. areas, held in Liverpool September
The causes for which d votee ean 9 read by Mr. Foster. dealt eeten-
be granted arc infidelity, felony, big- steelywith the pot tical activities of
amy, desertion, habitual drunkenness the British unionists. They are of
and intolerable cruelty, and in the dis. the opinion that outside forces con-
cession of the various sections there !Talented to the election of trades un
was little opposition to any of these ion candldates to parliament at the
prov.sions. recent election and suggest that the
sweep ng success of trades unionism
at the polls is in execs- of the actual
strength of the movement.
One of the lively tilts of the day
came when the committee on rules
reccmmended that the convention ad-
journ at noon Saturday until Monday
in order that the delegates might at-
tend a football game. Delegate D. D.
Driscoll of Boston energetically
started an opposition d:scussion.
"Gentlemen," said Mr. Driscoll, "we
are here to transact business and not
to attend football games. I consider
legislation which is to effect 2,000,000
nien of far more importance than
anything else we could do and as
servants of the workingman we owe it
to h m to do all the work we can in
the shortest possible time. I do not
believe in overtime and if we work
as we should six days out of the week
a week from Saturday we will be
ready to adjourn."
The recommendation to adjourn
Saturday noon was carried despite
th protest
Last night witnessed the largest
irformal gathering incident to the
imbecile who had married a design- convention. The Auditorium, which
ma woman The clause nes adopt- seats nearly 3000 persons, was filled
ed. to listen to addresses by Mr. Gom-
There was also opposition to the pets and John Mitchell, president of
dense annulling the marriage of agirl the Mineworkers of America and Mr.
under the age of 16 and a youth of Duncan,
IR. Ernest Herten of Wisconsin held The labor press is well represent-
that a girl under 18 was incapable of etl at the present convention and
risking a proper marriage contract, while the convention is in session an
ard Frank H. Kerr of Ohio favored efr°et will be made to fati° a °a-ttic law of his state, which makes the tional labor press association. There
marriage of a boy under at and a arc about 3oo publicatOns devoted to
girl under r8 void. Miss Hachel Se - labor in the United States, and many
gel of Utah, the only woman speaker, of them are already represented here.
held that 16 years for the girl was The delegates adopted a resolution
all right. She said "women ought referring to the adoption of a uni-
to know." The clause was adopt- venial label to the convention of tern
ed. ;after a spirited discussion.
I Though personally opposed to di-I
vorce, Bishop Shanlev voted for the joy is gold picked up in the path of
sections on behalf of his state, be- helpfulness.
cause the other delegates were not
present.
'ILLINOIS CENiRAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN
Drunkenness, Infidelity, Desertion,
Felony, Bigamy and Cruelty
Sufficient Grounds.
raorning having been taken up by
Gov. Pentaypacker's address and the
reading of the report of Walter G.
Smith of Pennsylvania, chairman of.
the committee which drew up the
bill.
Gov. Pennypacker took exception
to the clause which provides that if
either party, unknown to the other,
was insane at the time of marriage,
it should be annulled The governor
said the clause not only gave the sane
petty the right to begin suit, but al4ts
It. a committee of the lunatic Th s
would give a commission appointed
by the court a right to begin a suit
in the name of the insane party, even
if the person not insane did not want
the divorce, lie argued that mar-
rage was a penional relation, and a
third person had no rights in the
contract.
Bents N. Taylor or St Louis and C
Larue Munson of Wilfarnsport, Pa.,
clashed with the governor on the sub-ject Mr Taylor said the third party
i* the public, and it has a right to for
hid the le
-operation of ch ldren from
the insane. The question of prop-
city rights he also held was involved.
Mr. Munson said the clause was the
only protection for an insane person
against a designing man or woman.
He cited a case where relatives and
friends were helpless to protect an
PURCUlittlOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
Mineeapol.s, Mime, Nov. ts.—The
attitude ot the American Federation
of Labor has been made plain by a
report oi the executive council which.
dwelt extensively with that phase of
tie labo ...oveleent. The report was
read by Vice President James Dun-
can. It showed that $8,056 had been
raised as a campaign fund and. $7,834
of th.s was expended leav.ng a hal
ance of $222.
The federation, it was asserted, does
net contemplate the formation of a
distinct political party nor does it
attempt to dictate the party member-
situp of any union man.
The body, however, does propose,
it nas stated, to suggest from time
to time leg slative measures of ad-
vantage to labor and to secure the
nem.nation and election of men fa-
Ivorable to their enactment. Preced-
ing this declaration the committee
'outlined the political declaratons of
'the Aim rican Federation of Labor
made since 1894 to show that en-
trance into active campaigning in the
Late election was not a sudden depar-
BODY OF BOY
IN GLASS CASE
Father So Loved His Son That He
Refused to Allow Him Bur:ed.
Hickynan, Ky., Nov. 15.—Scores of
Hickmanites took advantage of an
opportunity to view a arewsome spec-
tacle at the incline wharf. The ob-
ject of their curiosity was the dead
body of a fourteen-year-old boy, who
died over a year ago. When some
One asked the eccentric father, Mr. A.
F. Free, why he kept the corpse, he
replied that his only reason was that
he loved the boy too well to part
with him. The young man died •n
Brookport, Ill., from a congestive
chill and was embalmed. Instead of
burying the boy the casket contain-
ing it was placed in what is known
among river men as a "skull boat,"
and this boat is carried on a stnall
flatboat, enabling people to pass
around the email boat containing the
corpse. Under three thicknesses of
glass, repos ng in the customary man-
ner, may be seen the pale and junken
face of the boy in the coffin. This
eitrione bier is towed along with
small fleet of other craft wherever the
old river man and his family go.
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at
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L. L. BEBOU'i
General insurance Agency
Office 106 Broadway Phases:Office I8S—R esidesce 1696
Paducah Transter Company
(lncor peeseet)
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:GEN ER AL CARTAGEEBUSINESS.
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FltEIGHT. MACHIN-
WRY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MON ROE BOTH PHONES.
P FITZPATRICK. SUPT
Sr Louis, Mo.—Deep-water -es-
te Peon Ditee of sale, Nov. 3 and
14. y6;-  limit Nov. iS, toed R maid
trip rate, $7.31.
Mexico City, Mex.—American Pub-
lic Health association Dates of sale.
Nov. as to a& 1906, inclusive; return
limit 6o days from date of sale. Stop-
overs going and returning at pcents
as are authorized on winter tourist
tickets. Round trip rate Ip.
Kansas City, Mo.—Trans-Mississip-
pi congress. Dates of sale. Nov. 78
to as, Igo& inclusive; return
Nov. aF. too& By depositing ticket
and paying fee of Si an extension ,may
be had to Dec. tti, mac. Round trip
rate $re•So.
Caron Directory Company
Of Loshviiie, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
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For the Cosevattience of our patrons and the citizens of Padocah„mu
have placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below in the mom
ing Register office at ass Broadwa y, where the public is invited se sea
when desiring the address at any resident of the cities most
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Six Months
Three Months 
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$5.00
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races M some portions of the country
ihas been intensified, principally 
GRAN
through the lawless conduct of white
mobs in lynching negro suspects an@
attacking colored people both in the
strc its and in their homes.'
The attitude of labot in politics is
too generally understood, and many
monbers of labor organizations have
be.n oppossing the move. To make
the attitude clear, the executive
council of the American Federation of
Labor has issued a report.
According to the report the forma-
tion. of a district political party is
riot contemplated, nor will there be
1.36 any attempt to dictate the party meni-
• ''° betship of any union man. The body
Anyone fairing to receive this paper
regularly shoutd report the matter ts
The Register Office at once. Tele
phone Cumberland 3ta.
Friday Morning, November US, 1906.
The "Clansman" Gets Into Politics.
-The Clansman," Ater since its first
piesentattoo a year pr more ago, has
enjoyed muck free advertising because
of its allege•Ltendenoy to foment ill-
feeling between negroes and wbites,
and to give color to Senator Tillman's
prediction of a great racial oar in Am-
e-ica within the decade.
The plao has been forbidders by law
to be produced in Kentucky sod some
other states. 'but it remained for Phil-
adslphie to get it into politics, just
how it is not altogether clear, though
it is possible that an overzealous press
agent was the means of trandering
the play from the theatrical to the I
political stage in that city. as a
consequence though press agent may
t•emble for his job, Mayor Weaver
probably rests content in the convic
ton that be has steadied the wavering
allegiance of the "negro belt" an the
7f'publican organization.
So much emphasis was given 14ilo•
loan', prediction in the preliminary
announcement that the press agent
overshot the mark, an the Presbyter-
ian and Baptist negro preachers of the
trwn appealed to Mayor Weaver to
prevent the performances The eta-
proposes to suggest from time to
time legislative meassoes of advantage
to labor and to secure the nomination
and election of men favorable to their
enactment
The National Congress of Uniform
Divoree Laws is in session at Phila-
delphia, and has already adopted many
clauses of proposed bill, chief of which
was the cause for adsolute divorce,
viz: drunkenness, infidility, desertion,
bigamy, felon g and sruelty. The need
of uniformity in divorce laws has been
demonstrated many times, and the
congress is doing good work
The writer of these lines has always
been of opinion that it is dangerous
to hug girls. The death of the young
man at -Scranton. Pa., only strengthen-
ed this belief. The long needle in the.
girl's ales-, which is said to have
caused the death, is a mere incident—
the danger exists
BLAMES CIGARETTES. \
LIQUOR AND BLOW
ON THE HEAD
Bigamist X.:plains How He Hy-
peron] to Have an Excels
of Wives.
Clevelano. 0, Nov. is George
Field bigamist. on the witness stattel
yesterday oftern000, admitted having
four wives
yor's answer at the time was, Last stirriug he slurried Ethel Bur-
that when the game- obSectioas was (hell. wife No. 4. in Detroit, he saki.
nook to the play last ycs- he had and lived with her three or four 
day,.
(fronted a friend tc witness it. who This was abo
ut a month before May
Madigan, we No. 3, camied his at.
had reported that it 'had no elements rest on the ebarge c perjury n pro-
whatever that would incite the P°136' icuribg • marriage liszense
Iztion of this city to a race riot:', He could not tell, he said. whether
Then cortain negro leade,rs oent out he married Alice Bo
 idt. wife No. a,
will whom he lived roily one day, in
a call to members of their rate' to
a Gouge or church. but believed rt
march to the theater and stop the must have been its Cleveland.
performance by a display of force. The i Field said that he smoked from
resnit was a negro demonstration fifteen to twenty-fire cigarettes a day.
some three thousand strong. which•atarting in sOth 
twcnto on 'his firo
for a time seemed to threaten ,cni. day, 
when only fourteen yetrs old. He
drank all kinds of liquor,, he said, and
'us rioting, but Waa ultimately quiet- get drunk everytime I se had the
ed and dispersed by the police with money.
the 'help of sts own leaders. The next ! Field said that when fourteen 
year:
day, it appear, the mayor's refusal to Id he was str
uck on the bead with a
prohibit the play was utilized by 
his n-.onkev- wrench and that the injuro
still affect; him. He blames intemp-
political opponents in the press to erance and the bin,: for. his Tressn•
cause defection among the large 001- pooh-am/mt.
ored population, which is estimated
.at upword of roo,000. A second con- i
sierenc, between the mayor and hilt' ST
EALS. 3200.000 GOLD 1- DUST
a hundred ai the negro leaders re-I
suited in the mayor's order for the Thief P'eads Guilty to r Sobbing
.onpression of the play. an order n' Assay Ofae e.
:coward supported by the court.
The Eastern press is commenting
-quite freely on the Phiadelphia met- Seattle. Wash., Nov. is.- "-Fr
ed
dent. One amusing incident of the Adamss pleaded guilty 
today to rob-
agitation, according to the Philidel- 
ng the United States assay
years at herd labor in the fed emit
'white oystermen, wig) attended penitentiary at McNeils island. It! lc
po-formatoo of Mr. ,Dixons' play and generally understood that the 
thefts
afterward refused to continue wo• amounted 
to more than Azoo.ono iii
for a firm that employed negro oys- .goid Ilust
ter
-openers:
•
The Philadelphia correspondent of CRW OF TIINETEE14 IN 'PERIL
the New York Sun •p_eaks • of the
play as "a sacrifice an the oolitic*/
altar." The Philadelphia Press as- Canadian Steamer Wrecked an
d Res-
serts that Mayor Weaver "has dis- cuers Are fbent to Scene.
charged aright a difficult .duty." Thc
Rochester )erri, c at and Chronicle
remarks: Sauit Ste
 Marie, Mich., Nov. 14.—
'Word was received by J. K. BoY4
"'The Clansman' ?ins been present-
4 in Rochester and many other cities 
superintendent of the Canadian locks,
e tii s afternoon that the Canadian
of the country without disturbance of steamer Strathmore was a total wreck
any kind. This. chiefly, was begause on alichipicoten i%land, at 
the east
the theater managers and the public end of Lake SePerf,°T.•
press generally treated a entirely 
The crew of nineteen men are re-
ported to be in great danger. The tug
horn a professional point of view. Its Boynton was hurried to the scene
character and merits as a play were from this point this evening to at
considered while the motives and tempt to rescue the cre
w.
popose of its author in buladisig his T
he Strathmore is a steel-steamer.
hat in Scotland, and was brought to
production on race antipathy were tin fakila this season. It has been trad-
toot in' the background ing howcen Fort W Marti and Kings-
"Recrntly anangonism between the I!"I
- • Rob Lee Line Wirehouse at Hick-
man :id Escape in a Boat.1
WOMAN AND C —INLDREN BUEN
I 
1•11 oars. K. . Nov
m 
t5.—Tuesdaj
. on!. when C .igill Ro,rers. the Lee
Four Perish In Flame. Which Con- Nix ...rent, went to hie room 114 the
I.ee Sloe wro :louse, he was surprised
find theoioors and e ;Mows of his
.rssOm anitita warehou•e all vett In
1 • Colds* atc r. Ach. Nov. i4--Mrs,' few rtin. totes he dt-etiveril tha•
(Charles Mbwry. aged at years.. aad bi'rr- ;nil been 1:teIr• and onlY .,
her three children. Homer. an 4 6i-skirt time before ths•. about Run
years: Louise. aged 3 years. and a (o'clock prohn: ly. TIN , stole all of
baby of 6 months, were burned to - Jr, Rogers* "c:othes ti .•t they coil.:
death early today in their home on ' rid, took hi. Oster', :ad eighteen
a farm at Batavia station, six miles 1•:.c'.- of floor. !La lose estimated be
southwest of this city on the Lake tweets $to and $s°. He at once sum-
Si.ore railroad ' moned the officers, a 1 in a soon
Charles Mowry,. the husband and few minutes had the b sodhounds on
father, rose early and built two fires the scent. They tracked the burgizr•
in the house. He then went to the over the bed and through the window
barn to do .chores and while there dis i of the coal yard near the incline. This
covered that his house was on fire. showed tAt they hadideparted in 3
Hc- oohed back. but the flames had boat and couldn't be traced. The dog"
loate such headway that he could not were tried several times, and they
enter the house and his calls through 'always went to the river. The night
the windows to his farn)ly brought no tlaS so dark that they could no: fol-
response. It is thoug'ht the the moth- Ilow them in gasoline boats, but they
er and three children were suffocated Istarted early this morning with the
while asleep. n bloodhounds.
Ii Ohio River Notes,I
PHONOGRAPH AS EVIDENCE 1 
(Waterways Journal.)
l The steamer Nellie Willet, owned
by Capt. Willet of New Albany, Ind..
ldichigan Supreme Court Holds Rec. I towed the governmen
t fleet of dredge-
Li
CHANCELLOR
OF KNIGHTS OF PYTHIA
SUES A STATE-
MENT.
S IS-
DELAYED IN
UNLOADINO CAR
THE OUTFIT WAS NOT PLACED
BESIOE THE POWERHOUSE
IINTIL 3 O'CLOCK.
Be Urges Each Member to Strive to The Men Will Today Get Out all the
Make This tht Banner Year- New Machines and Arcs, Which
in Kentucky. Will Be Immediately Installed.
The new grand chancellor, Knights
of Pythas, has issued the follooing
statement to the membership:
'In opening the work for the new
year I am asking each and every
member to strive to make this the
banner near for Kentucky .Pythians,
not because I chance to be your grand
chancellor for the year, not because
I am seeking for any record for my-
self as such officer, but let us secure
tha record, if we can, in the name oi
the order, and lay all credit to its
deserving merit. We owe it to the
order we love so well to bury any
personal ambition, to disown as mot
tire for any endeavors the vanities
that personal ambitions ordinarily
arouse in the human breast. Let us
in all we do be moved solely by our
love for the order and the good its
upbuilding and advancement will
toing to others be the all-controlling
spirit moving us in the work. If we
begin and continue the year's work
with such exalted motives, then who
can see the limit or prescribe the
bounds of our successes?'
born in Alton, Ill., Judge Baines
has lived all his life in that state.
I-Lis father was a Presbyterian min-
ister. The son was industrious and
hketi study. He graduated from Il-
linois college in 11376, and two years
later took the degree from the law
school of Michigan university at Ann
Atbor. He has practiced law in Jack.
sorra% ever since. He served as
city attorney one term and as cm&
ty prosecuting attorney for eight
years, and has now served as county
judge nine. years, his term expiring
December i of this year.
Although a Democrat Judge Barnes
skoo.: been returned to the bench term
alter tegm from a Republican dis-
trict.
In Pythianisni Judge Barnes was
a charter member of the lodge at
Jacksonville, organized in June. AN,
ard was its first representative to the
grand lodge of the state. In 0185 he
was elected grand outer guard and
in illoa he was elected grand chan-
cellor of the state. In Aga Judge
Barnes was elected supreme repre-
sentative and has continued as sit)
e'er since until the Loui.ville con-
vention in 1904 whet 'lie was sleet-
e I supreme vice ' •
The grand chancellor 1124
cd the f@llowing composing the
finance committee: Martin l'essoll.
P G. C., No. ria, Owensboro. chair-
man; T. C Canard. No. 38. llopkinn-
vine: Alva Blackwell. No al. lien-
derson.
in time or
of installa•
ares vast
ahead anyhow. and he inspect it
when he does reach thi. ity
- —
NEGRO WHIRLED
TO DEATH YESTEFtDAY
. • onmine
Nov. in. Grundy.
:negro employe of ice ;Aar:. was whirl-
ed to death yesterday bo the sleeve
101 hi, jacket catching in a swiftly re-
, o,Ising shaft The clotl es were torn
:rum his body, even the soles of his
'noes being worn by striking the
'•
• 
- ---
BURGLARS MAKE
A GOOD HAUL
Superintendent Kebbles of the elec-
tric light plant (Id not make as much
neadway yesterday as he ihought his
men would be able to do, as regards
unloading the two new dynamos, and
200 new arc liszhts, lamps, fixtures,
etc. He would have had car unload-
ed i could have start-
ed at the work ealy yesterday morn-
ing as expected, but the N. C. & St
L did not get the car switched
around over the I. C. tracks beside
the Madison street powerhouse until
a o'clock yesterday afternoon. The
men were immediately put to work
unloading it, but by dark had gotteb
only some of the lamps and other
things out. It will take until this af-
terimon to get out the machines.
which are very heavy arid hard to
handle.
The electricians will today start to
putting up the new arcs and finish
this as soon as possible. On account
of this unexpected delay in getting
the car around Mr. Kebbler doubts
if all the new arcs will be up and ma-
chines put in position before some-
time Sunday. The lights 211 over the
city can then be turned on for that
sight.
The General Electric Company of
Cincinnati yeste-day w'red Superit:
tt ndent Kebbler that they had receiv-
ed the latter's telegram noffying
ithem.the outfit had arrived and the
concern could send on it. expert to
ntehne new,oe  rc coon d e apparatusd
rams anivimir yesterday in h hi e 
st Ii 
ach 
elec-
t-
1 4 ,t they had telegraphed .or an elt-
• 1"Crt to be sent here. but ,ad not say
to which place they had scut the or-
der. therefore it is not ki. own whethr
l er the man can get her.not. If he does not, won
tic n and changing of t
sume Michigan Farr-- Residence.
ords May Be introducted.
—
1)ct r,,it, Mich... Nov 1t5.—The I
/trielsigati supreme court has decided
the unique point that a phonograph
may be admitted as evidence in court
to reproduce sounds that are the sub-
ject of controversy.
The decisson was made in an ap-
peal from a condemnation proceeding
brought by the Boyne City, Alpena
and Gaylord Railroad Company
lagainst Frank Anderson; a hotel pro-prietor of Boyne City, whose estab-
,listunevat the railroad wished to con-
itlemn
'Anderson brought a phonograph
into court with records of engine toot-
ing awl cars rattl;ng to prove that the
presence of the road near his prop-
erty ,vas more or less of a irtifeance
and lesseoed its value,- Supreme Jus-
tice Blair held that the introdlsction OT
the phonograph as permissible pro-
vided tile atithsonticity of the ricorris
he established
1boats from Chen
tult's Ranch to Blue
P:ver island, near Leavenworth, Ind.,
to cut out Ox feet below the gauge
which will afford a six-foot stage at
that po'nt in extremely low water.
The sawmill boat Champion has
teen purchased by Capt. Peter Todd
and John Jeter of Madison. Charles
Whittaker of Madison will command
her.
The Owensboro, Ky., and Rockport,
Ind., steamer Ben R. was tied op by
the government authorities Friday,
the and. charged wth operating with-
out a license.
The Fulton is running in place of
the Wash Honshell, which is laid up
with a broken shaft.
There- are plenty of towboats at
Pittsburg ready to leave with ship-
nionts as soon as a stiffikient rise
makes its appearance.
A Pittsburg dispatch says: "Never
in the history of this city has the
freight and 'passenger traffic of the
'pockets in and out of Piitsburg been
; as ,heavy as at the presea; frne, due
lArgey .to a shortage of otos on 31:
CARPETS
AND
R gr'gS !
FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND MONDAY WE NVFL 1FFER
.FOR
SALE AT EXTRAORDINARY LOW PRICES Tfi 
FOLLOW-
ING LINES OF
INGRAIN CARPETS, Vii VET
AND SMYRNA RUGS
Every econom cally inclined call, buyer is invi•. to 
inspect dime
goods; they are all this season's ..tterns, are evenly wcve
no the heav-
iest quality, in all fancy and oriental designs and styles.
THIS SPECIAL SALE WILL BE A SAVING OF
25 PER GENT. FOR THE SAME GRADE UF CAR-
PETS AND RUGS TO BE FOUND ELSEWHERE
3 rolls of C. and C. 2-ply Ingrain Carpets. per yard
3 rolls of Union 2-ply Ingrain Carpet, per yard •
a rolls of Union 2-ply Ingrain Carpet, heavier quality,
a roll half wool, 2-ply Ingrain Carpet, per yard .
- .
t roll ell-wool filling 2-ply Ingrain Carpet. per yard
t roll Venetian Carpet, per yard
30e
30e
•35e
154
so Smyrna Door Mats at  
as Velvet Rugs, fringed. at
la Smyrna Rugs, 36171, at
sa all wool Smyrna Rugs at
la all wool Smyrna Rugs, 3ox65
6 all wool Smyrna Rugs, 36172
la Axminster and Wilton Velvt Rugs. a pito
6 Axminster and Wilton Rugs, 3727a
Double-back Linoleum, splendid quality, per square
too pair Lace Curtains, full leng•h, extra wide.
It
yd
- 20t
• .40*
$1 SIS
$100
$200
$275
8205
$375
yard 30(
to close out pew pair
1404`
...
us 16 Bro.
208 Broadway
Buy the
Beet Shoe Mack
AND SAVE AT LEAST  PIETY (B)
PER CENT A YEAR ON YOUR
_
SHOE BIT. S
All our shoes day made by the lead
,g shoe manufactures, hence if you
patronise uss you are sure to get
the best.
MEN'S welted $3.00 to $t 
-a
MEN'S hand made .)is,00 to $6.00
WOMEN'S Hand made. la= to iS.cc
WOMEN'S welted $2.00 to $3.50
BOY'S and GIRL'S beat
to $3.00
OUR BOYS' MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S SHOES flAVE
EQUAL FOR FIT. STYLE, COMFORT AND DURABILITY, AT
VERY CLOSE PRICES.
SEE DISPLAY IN OUR SHOW WINDOWS.
Cochran Shoe Co.
405 BROADWAY
"ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTHER-PMI'S QUALITY."
railroads which are unable to handle
the traffic._
The new gasoline boat for the Old-
ham and Madison trade was launched
at Wise's Landing several days ago.
The boat is built for Messrs. Joyce
and Jackson.
The W. C. Jutte and Titan-'collided
with each other just below lock No.
4 on the MonOngahola river Thursday
of last week.
The towboat Mary Michael will be
sold at auction at Paducah on the
lath inst. She was formerly owned
by Capt. Martin M'cbael of this city.
The steamer Greenwood broil her
shaft at Cfncinnati- Friday of- last
week. The / Chao takes her place
temporarily 'in the Maysville trade
DRYERS FOR HOSE
Committee Now Getting Figures. •
From the Contractors.
Chic: James Woods of the tire de-
partment has drawn off rough
sketches of the "hose dryers" to be vi#'
put at each one of the branch station-
houses. He has turned the Mesta
over ac the fire committee of the
public legislative boards, and the lat-
ter are getting bids now from the
contractors. The chief expects the
contract to be let and work started
by next Monday. It will take only
few hundred dollars to 11.41,1 the
affairs:
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LANGSTAFF-oKa MAiitIFACTURING COMPANY
Hooring, Ceiling,
Siding
Finish .
Lath L Yellow U Gum M Ash B Maple EPine Poplar Beech Walnut
GUM, BEECH 4ND OAK FLOORING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
Both Phones 26 We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
It Sash, Doors,
Interior
I Finish
TWIN BRAND-- OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Secosd
LOST HIS LIBERTY
AND. NOW HIS WIFE
bRANTED DIVORCE FROM HER GRACE GRAHAM YESTARDAY
HUSBAND, JAMES GRAHAM, WHO IS SERVING LIFE SENT-
ENCE AT EDDYVILLE PEN! TENTIARY FOR MURDERING
MAUDE BASS—MOTION TO TRANSFER TO ORDINARY
SIDE OF DOCKET SUIT OF EVANSVIPLE PRESSED BRICK
COMPANY AGAINST CONTRACTOR BRIDGES—MUCH BUSI-
NESS DISPOSED OF BY THE JUDGE YESTERDAY IN THE
CIRCUIT COURT.
Orrice Graham, who was yesterday
morn iig in the cirseit -Pears granted
a divorce by Judge Reed, she having
sued on statutory grounds that her
husband had been sent ni prison.
Graham one night knocked Claud.:
Baas in the head with a bar of iron
and took the latter's money. Bass
was found hnconicious on a vacant lot
near the end of Nrth Sixth street, the 'against The People's Home Purchas-
following morning and died shortly ling company and Felix Rudolph
thereafter. This occurred during the against J. S. Bordeaux and Ws B.
latter part of August, and three weeks Smith. Th* litigation is that in
thereafter Young Graham was ar• which there is being wound up the
rested and confessed to having corn • business of the defunct purchasing
tooted the crimc He was given a concern
James Graham, the murderer who claims the delays in the work were
sever ii week. ago W. not caused by him, but by the brick
city, now lo•es his wife People not getting the material here
on time. Bridges contends by this
that the brick people should stand
for the penalty, while the Eyatisv
people claim they should not, there-
fore they bring suit against Bridges
for the balance of the money.
Judge Reed yesterday ordered con-
solidated and submitted to him for
decision the snit of A. C. Bruce
I
o., claim Legit Regan of West Trinble street. 
The lodgemen are preparing for
and it is now granted by the entire owes them a conunwsion for negoIJIt I • Mr. Fred Roth, the undertaker. theielection of their new officers the
illy a real estate deal. 1will return today from Smithland 
*east Friday in next month. Nomina-
Other llamissess. I There was dismissed a. 
settled the where he went to , ,,, • - cud
 
the liens are made for each office upon
Yes:erday in the e rend court a suit of the Evans
-Howard Brck Cow- Captaic Bush and Attorray. 
1.104ge tnc second .td last Friday night of
niotion was made, but not yet acte,t pany against G
eorge Weikel, wherein funerals. 
. December, while on the final Friday.
on, requesting the judge to transfer the plaintiff contended the 
contracoo Mra. Cleland White. and Mrs. Mary 
from those nominated, some one is
.
from the equity to the ordinary wide owed it money 
for brick r.ola him. White of Cadiz. Ky.. arc visiting Mrs. I' "r4en 
for t•ach position All the
1
of the docket the suit of the Evans- 1 In the suit of 
the Natiooal Life As- Munsee Burnett of West Broadway. 
officers are elected at this coming
rifle Pressed Brick Company against surance Comp
any vs. Herbert A Mrs. E. J Russell of Athens, Ga., 
is date, the secretary and treasurer to
Contractor Bridges of this city tRose's estate,
 and Felix•G. Rudolph. visiting her son. Mr. Luke 
Russell.
l ."rvnete
f mitweslascehemmontdhos,wann.d ,t
ihfceicibajate-
Hodges laid the brick street along 'administrator. v
s. H. A. -Rose estate Mrs. Clara Fleie of Kansas City 
has h
e 
ere 
-the 
some time, but th%
South Third from Kentucky avenue Nfaste• 
Commissioner. Cecil Reed was
to Broad and Fourth His contract .allowed St
en conernesions. attend the funeral of her 
sister, Mrs. Sometime during December the 
Owensboro author!!
lo
provided f he did not get the itn• I Master 
Comtnissioner Cecil, Reed L A. lirbansky.
die veil celebrate the seventh an-
ities, by prompt action, succeeded in
prosement inished by e certain date ,filed a report 
showing lie had sold Par Mr. L. A. Goldsmith an
d w fe of weerserY of the institution here o
f getting first claim on him.
be was to pay the city government Sa.000, Cie 
steamer Mary Micheal aro'. Kansas City returned
di n apt ea b rcaanhe hd. uwrihnigc histarteId Gov. Be4khani has issubd .1 requi-t
salon o ov. Firilk of Missouri and
took to finish the wo beyond the boats ere sold 
under court orders in their daughter, Mrs. L A. 
Urbenskva penalty of so much each day it !six barges. of F. 
W. Katterjohn. The after attending
-e 
she 
1st/en r 
n 
ce 
is intended to give a big banquet,
•
here 
- bornee  funeraly esterda 
of the prisoner 'sill be brought back to
n G
tpc w ,
Lite the contract stipulated it should the suit of John Rock. 
assignee of the They rocere accompanied by Morris 
:his cue tomorrow for trial_have a tine program including many
•
be completed. Bridges did not get ,Paditeah Towi
ng Company, agairrst and Gustav Lirbansky 
who will make able addresses, and in fact make thelis
.
the street completea uptil many days Ithe Paducah 
Towing Company their home with there 
grandparents, entertainment one of considerab 
--.ti'. Edna flukey-. assistant book -
after the time Innit, and had to oar Judge Reed 
yesterday called ove.7 Mrs. Leslie B. 
Samuels of Bards- elabo
- 
teness. Many outsiders will k
eeper at the old telephone office, yes-
the penalty to the municipal officials. ,lris equity docket, 
and made about town. Ky. is visiting her 
parents. M. b. invited to he present 
terday received a telegram anemone-
The Evansville concern folinished tie ;Ito orders Sonic 
caves were stricken and Mrs. Richard 
Terrell of Ken-
ing the death at Guvandoote, Va.. of
br ck for the improvement, and from the dock
et. others continue& tucky ayenne.
111.000.000 STOLEN FROM 
her grandmother, Mrs. E. L Flukey.
'FRISCO RELIEF FUND who seas 96 year;
 old, and leave v-
.
Bridges in payng tl‘e Evansville pen- many oth
tted for.decision, and var. Misz. Mark 
Hostus of Mt. Vernon.
(-,,,,..ern.. Flukey of top Harrison street this
pie for the material, held out a Fr nm tons orders made 
in numerous other dhio. retnrned hom
e yesterday after 
M.cral children including Mr. P
San Francisco. Nov. 15.-
t10- vis'ting licrs L. V. Armentrout. wife ment agents at the instigation of aity.- He wao-in Louieville yesterday
equal to the moms of the penalty actions. Today h
e begins trying
Bridges had to pay the city. Bridg.; tolistion submitted 
to him. of the newepaper 
man President Roosevelt are here investi- and went on to Virginia to attend
— - 
- 
gating the charges that funds for the the fui,eral.
i•
•••• •:* f •.• •t• •:'
Lilyderma Cream
Prevents and cures chapped rounla
FOR TWELVE YE1RS TO END .
HIS LIFE IF OVER. skin. Makes the skio soft, smog *
TAKEN BY LAW. and white. Removes alt blernibas
caused by the cold winds.
Man Who Defraucitd Owensboro
Bank Fails to Cot unit Suicide
and Is Brought Back.
Barkley addressed the members on
"breedo.m" while tonight Lawyer En-
has gone to Nashville, Tenn., to re- 
gene Graves speaks on."Friendshoy."
side. Her 
sister. mass ina Hart. goes Next Friday night Judg
e David A
there later to take up her
-
Cross•will speak on "Charity" whilehome.
Mrs George Finn igen of North 
for, every Friday evening until the
Ninth has gone to Iowa to Eve. e
nn nf this year arrangements have
lie term in the peritent'ary where he The plaintiff asked for a new tefil Mrs Addie Tho
mpson of Me- been made for a lecture from some of
a• now in confinement. Ills wife fi):d of thc suit of Herndon & Co., agaiust tropolia ni., is visiting Mrs. L. B. 
the members.
suit for disiirce .everal weeks ae.. Lane. Herndon & C
S.
WITH THE INJUltia MANY 
HOUSEBOATS.
Jewell Thompson Lying at Hospital Winter Is Driving the 
Occupants Into
,AWith Skull Crushed—Other j Mouth of Warm Tenness
ee.
Accidents
• Now that ....nee; is - anpresechinr
s Jewell. the 7-year-old son of Mr- hundreds of 
ehantyticiaters are c.orn-
1)‘'ernet.TbomPson of the Melhee *ft- ;tut in their 
houseboat; to this v•cin-
-hon. is lying at Riverside hospital, ..ty to totter the month 
of the Ten-
life The lad was riding along a coun leg the isetld period. beca
'lessee river, where they remain dirr-
pse no ireaed the p
hysicians hope to saye his
-try road several days ago with his ever ef,me‘ n
ut a the Aver. wit4ei.
South-
hard jolts threw the boy from the 
hes its 'headwaters in the warm 
land WIth arrival of the Itonseboal-
fz.ther on a heavy wagon, when the
IleSt and he landed in front of the I
his head. 
men the (-minty atithor'ties are getting
wheel, which passed over throe copipelling them- to pay the $;
_ cfn.hing it like an egg-shell. The i'annual license charged by the state
father stopped his team, gathered up for the hosts to he moored to /Cen-
the child, and rushed home, thinking 'roe..., ban
ks. ma.y warrants 
have
the little one was dead. Quickly the tcr;'i,iwed 
again-c,-;iince iiny•nz FA„,'
little boy was brought here, and at
the bospitaLthe crushed bone lifted 
nel in this %way niany- Of the' lin r,av...i
Irons the b7.-717i. He is now ;n a "reullall" ni 
these Ini.t1
 
a" 
'
condition and the doctors 
ftpellel. to leave for MI- - ooints. 
A
c no-reeno etre 14. what the anthorities
hope to save him.
Agent -Wm. Fitzpatrick. of tile Citi- cle`itle 
as 
many 
pirates 
I;ve a n6agt 
these settlements 31.4 raid fermland
grn's Insurance.Company, is suffering nrid 
. 
other properties of nght.
s
from a ;broken writ on his left arm,' 
caused by falling on the snowy pave- I
went at Fourth and Broadway. 
STOLE WINE
FROM CHURCH
Joe Knight's left hand was badly 
. 
'say 
between cog-wfels yester- 
Throw EmPtY 
Bottles in Yard of
a at the 'Columbia factory& Me- 
chaniesburg where he works. 
Prominent Temperance Man. 
MIIMMIMMIIIMIll!il
'—Word from Stone and Webster of
'Boston, who own the street car and
electric light cmpanies here, is that pc: sons entered the Mt. Pleasant OW IS
1 dividend of one per cent tins been I Cheistian church three miles from
•doelared for the past twelve month,- Pilot Oak atgl took two bottles of
profits. the "sacrament" wine. After get-
&n o awaf with the wine the empty.
--Leiters from the San Francisco 'bottles were thrown in the yard of
Relief Committee Acknowledge re- !Mr. William Yates. a prominent
eel:it of $r,349 sent by Paducabans !dhcreh worker and temperance rnan, b".4110. '
for .rclief of the distressed rendered I Using near the church. It 
is said lb,. .„-•;r,
helpless ipy the great San Francisco .also that the glaos in the door 
tta .
earthquake. 'shot and badly broken, besides
 a '
,limp idiot to fragments also. An in-
The imports of tea to dais country ! vestigatirm of the matter is now pend-
last year amounted to fO3.000.000 Iirit.—Mrayleld 'Messenger.
pounds.
Owensboro, Ky., Nov. m5,—The
sheriff of Daviess county has none to
Springfield, Mo., to bring back to
Kentucky E. L. Travis, alias Tru-
%cod, who is charged with having
f.audulently obtained money from
four Owensboro banks. Travis or
Trrscott was captured by officers in
the Missouri city upon information
furnished by the authorities of Ow-
ensboro. When caught he had just
taken choloral in an effort to commit
seicide. Thinking that he was about
oe,,Travis confessed to the of-
fistrs that he was wanted in twenty-
five or thirty states on charges in
cvnection with defrauding banks, and
tNat he had carried the chloral in his
pocket for the,past twelve years w;th
the intention of taking it should he
he rim to earth. He appeared great-
ly disappointed when physicians in-
formed him he would recover. He
Ind, he said, operated in the various
s:. les under different aliases and had
secured thousands of dollars.
'.At the time of his arrest he had
or deposit in Springfield banks about
$soo, which the Owensboro hanks
love already attached.
The various institutions in different
toots of the country which he had
foe a period of six months , defrauded had been after him' for
returned home alter coming here to
To Ladies Only.
Mrs Kitchen is at the Craig Annex
:iving vibrator massage, face, scalp
'rid bust: all blemishes removed; pro-
ficient ane) reliable Old 'phone 144.
MEMORY IS MONEY
To Taxpayers:
You are hereby respectfully notified
flint the fact half of your City Tax
Bill is now due.
This friendly reminder is to guard
yor against forgetfullness, and may
'rye you a Ten Per Cent penalty. ,
You .are cordially invited to the
city trelsorer's office at your earliest
convenience, that you may avoid the
cio-iwd and delay of the last days. .
Yours very truly,
JOHN J. DORIAN,
City Treasurer.
Free Dirt.
Parties wanting earth may have
sr.me by hauling it away.
THOS. BRIDGES & SON.
Contractors.
relief of earthquake victims to the
aniount of er000,000 had been stolen
by a gang of 'Frisco grafters.
Subscribe for the Register.
River Stares.
ANNANCRIENT
WE HAVE MOVED BACK TO OUR OLD
STAND IN THE PALMER HOUSE BUILD-
ING AND ARE NOW PREPARED TO MAKE
YOU A SWELL WINTER SUIT OF CLOTH-
ING OF THE VERY LATEST STYLE. DROP
IN AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU
HAVi YOUR NEXT SUIT MADE.
H. G. HARMELING.
1
., 
, 
Too many think of religion as sow
1
ing wind And reaping the wings.
I
•
I People of many deficiencies alwayi
'talk about their difficulties.
Delighdul to use after shaihng
For sale only at
BACON'S
DRUG STORE. -
Phones 237. 7th and Jackson So
RIVER. NEWS
Cairo. zoo,
Chattanooga, 4.0. 0.3, neer •
Cincinnati, 8.5, o.s, fall.
Evansville, 6.5, o.s, fall.
Florence, 1.7, 0.0, stand.
Johnsonville, 3.6, 0.1, stand.
Louisville, 3.9, 0.1, stand.
Mt. Carmel, to, 0,0, stand
Nashville, 14.o, o.t, fall.
Pittsburg, 63, 0.4. rise.
St. Louis, 84, at, rise.
Mt. Vernon, 5,6. 0.1, rise
Burnside, co 4, 0.0, stand.
Corthage, 2.2, o.t, rise.
Davis Island Dam, missing.
Padneah. c6, cio. stand.
Captain Thomas Murray has rii-
turned from Mussle Shoals, up the
Tennessee river, where he has been
for many weeks constructing some
4redgeboats for use by the govern-
ment in ithe work of building a canal
along there. He will be in the city
for several days before returning.
The steamer Kentucky came (put a
t!, Tennessee river this morning and
lass here until 5 o'clock tomorrow
before skipping out on her retorts
trip.
The Dick Fowler get. out for Cairo
at S o'clock this morning and returns
about 9 o'clock.
The Joe Fowler comes in todap;
from Evansville and immediately de-
parts on her return that way.
The John 'S. Hopkins yesterdar
went to Evansville and comes back te-
merrow.
The Bob Dudley gets to Nashville
tonight and leaves there tomorrow
on her return this way, arriving Sus-
day. She is running now in place
of the Bottorff. on account of tlso
low water.
The Georgia Lee is due up tomor-
row bound from Memphis to Cincin-
nati.
The Kit Carson will i c pulled
tilt- dry dock % tomorrow for genera:
repairs.
Something great has died in him
ti.hose heart cannot he fired by he-
tomc sacrifice.
Same preachers make the scripture
-cad: ' Make your calling and coollec-
don sure."
avertise in the Register and Gee
News of a dirty deed comes from
the Pilot Oak section of the country. 
It is reported that some unknown 
•
—This afte:rnorm at 3 o'clock the
It is easy to appreciate the points of Lade? Mite storiety of t
he Field' Sop-
a sermon when they are sticking the -ti'et'church mecte with Mrs. W. 
V
Da frilow----17hieftsrO Tribune, Covington of 77 Jeff
ersion 'street.
e• PERSONAL MENTION
I
i
MEN LECTURES N HIS POCKET 
Dr. Dwght's
is the time to get 'a bottle of
Mr. H. L. Sanderson of Mayfield.
was in the city yesterday.
Mr: T. H cll, of the Hardy Buggy
Company, has returned from a trip ONE DELIVERED EACH FR!-
to Cincinnati and the East. DAY EVENING UNTIL NEW
Miss Pent cost of Memphis is visit- I YEAR.
tug Mrs. T. Miller Sisson of Clark I
street.
Mr. M. Hoagland, of The Hardy Sometime During December the
Buggy Works, has returned from a Brethren Will Celebrate Seventh
business trip to Louisville. 
Mr. 
of Lodge.
Amoss G. Owsley, the retired
capitalist, goes up the Cumberland,
r.ve‘ today on a hunting trip of sev-i The lodge of Red Men of this city
cral dare
Mrs J. C. Treherne of Memphis, 
hes inaugurated a series of lecteres in
i via ting her sister, Mira Frank the lodgerootn for e
very Friday night,
s
Boyd of North Fifth_ a
nd the lectures are proving of nuns-
Mr. Joseph Fisher of Russell, Ky,
ual interest to the members, who at-
is visiting his sister, Mrs. A. Thorny- teud
 in large numbers. The addresses
son of West Trimble street. t
end to more deeply show the good of
Mrs. Marie Burton of Colorado
the order, and also the world in (=-
eral
Springs, Colo., returned home yes-
terday after visiting her aunt. Mrs 
Last Friday night Attorney Alben
Frank Boyd of North Fifth.
• ,Ota-
•flIr
Oak
Elm
SERIES OF RED ' CARR ED POISON
the time for:you to fill 'you' c "al holse. Lump 12c, Nutl c
Kentucky:ana !Ilinals Coal
Also dealer in LIME ant CEMENT- Agent *)1 Whitehall and
Agatit; Cement. 'KING OF:CEMENt'j
ft Al Cunningham,
Phones: 0141960, .-New 245._
amm MIIMMNREMmaminn=ilVs
•
- 'Thirteenth and Adams treset
ir.
•1.•
•
4.10
•••••• 411......•11111b
N..
Where the
Skin Chaps
We rcommend the use of
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointing healing and
sot tening . application toe
chapped or cracked skin or lip&
Is a one night cure for '
chapped lips and skin rough-
ness; Heals. softens smoothes,
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or
greasy. Rubs right into the
skin.
J. 1;. ilenhchldeuet
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM 1RONERS
WHY?
Mac
Because it irons smothly, not
roagh.
&coot
The button holes, OT stud
boles match
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump- so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself b)
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
Phone 100
EMI& 
OTICE
Vithest Prices Paid for Second-Heed
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell everyinsag.
sili-sso Court street. um Phone
7216A.
Clem Fransiola
MOVINC. WA(,Lorv IN CONNEC-
TION.
OLIVZIL OLIVER & WOREGOR
LAWYER.S
t)FFICES. Benton, Ky.. rear ban,
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room 114 Praterntty Building
•Ftwyvtv It, 01st e%011, 484
I NOW IS THE liMK
THIS IS &HE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCORPORATED
306 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
20
THE NEW ANOINLA:SED LITION
WEBSTEIN ire ER iATIO
DISTIONARY
• axelos in vase .ary. lt is Vat) tacit too-
tut 1 t t...c. t . i 4 ...te.ais. jth..icitoutly pc-
locted to Irwin o corruptions ot mai,'
usage, and to a .-.4d unintelligible tech-
nIcAltie.,.
Itaesla in Arraemesa. Each word Le.
gi..s a ii . . . , , arreita alptott4q-
lc:t1 r!:-. ..: , . • : : i t •ta.: .t, by t tie ey e.
ilteeblia EL211. ;_ji/A. .4 Ile-earn try t.
pie.° 44 JS .: .. ., a t e-abo.4 vac i cs -
rea,Itia cp.. a icii- . 1,..t.,•. issori.mpest
Wt.° i Lutes.
Execs 12 Prow. letatioa N . :ch is lesil-
este 11 ; t . .. ti.. . o disc.:- lcully
: r. 4. 1 I ...e sv di ) it.•'. 
c r. 43 ; . t N , h • h.uts. t . 3 the
I. Maeda ia Dana: .an.. ley are clear.
term% ),tt ) ,4%. • 4 :1 0 lir° I ..:1 t:44
order ta wiikli t..4. ...tord 1 ...2 : t c"...rtxl it'll,
.4tut:es et me3n1!: . Luny of toe defini-
tions a -e Illt:-..: a : t .
alsoelsin its Apar llitt which lea peeked
I ,
NI,
ot. ee I lc.: c .11...t. It 11.1.4 I I .401 lii-
forina(:r.t. cr LS W. !I:1,L9p*. :.41:4) in itt•
ems°, study„ stinto". or th.he.
7. he I nternutic: il has 2383 qu.-1-
,J pages wi.h : )00 i....:srations.
na.w war ", have recently
been Ldded an lie ('. metteer of
the World, ant! :icyr-- :pi-lie:II Dic-
tionary have b atp)ettily re-
vised under th4 aision of W.
T. Harris, Ph. .. :..L.11., U. S.
Commissioner c Education
'KEE -"A tad in Pronanciatton." it.-
.tructi‘.. n ,I 4 "%nut. :
for ti,,. v Iwir fatuilj. - • , -
I .,tod 1.8444pItiot.
G. 84. C. MERRIt.,s1 CO.,
DICIONNEE
SPRINGFIELD. MA4:111. *NI
nnROUND TRIP From
U I) LOUISVILLE To i
Tampa, Punta Gorda, St.
Petersburgh, Orlando
AND MANY OTHER POINTS IN
FORIDA
VIA
I. C Flournoy
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
+ FORTUNES IN NEW
S CAGE DEVICES ••••
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Where •s the man or woman with
some knowledge of stage craft and
more of mechanics who is going to
iiivent a new stage effect and get
i rialt and famous at the same time?
I For such a one there is a niche wait •ing in the theatrical hall of fame, atid
!the paying teller is ready w th mon-
ey his outstretched hand, says the
Lewisville Times.
Neil Burgess is one of the chosen
I few who have cause to be glad that
nineteen years ago he applied his
i knowledge of stagecraft and mechan-
ic r and composed the treadmill effect
for racehorse scenes. He st II uses
•
• it •ri his "The County Fair." in which
he is starring, and gets $35 a week
In royalties from each of the devices
I used in "Ben Hue"
11 hi re are p1.1.1) ,,t other sterile
and mechanical effects to be invented.
The sawmill, which was utilised in
"blue Jeans," blazed the way in the
fle14 of the lumber industry as an
adiunct to stage art. It has had
many elaborations and ramifications
nce. We have the limekiln in "The
Suburban." where there also was
race horse scene without the active
patticipation of horseflesh.
• • •
 
 I "Checkers," which is breaking all
scuts of box office records this year,
as in the years gone by, has another
of those race track scenes without
' ;he nags. 'In Old Kentucky," which
' was one of the corner stones in the
theatrical fortune built by the late
Jacob Litt. has the horse race rile
Rooms so z sad La. cambium aids ment played up strongly. It has fig-
PADUC.AH, FY, med. too. in "The Derby Winner,"
"The Great Brooklyn Handicap," "The
Sporting Duchess." and several other
plays, and now the Humane society
of Boston has offered a reward for
the best dramatization of the book
."Llack Beauty." It would seem that
lie this contest the-e would be room
Ito. the utilizat on of some new stage
!effects in the race horse line.
! The balloon was seized upon by
Cecil Raleigh. who wrote so many of
those great Drury Lane melodramas.
He had his hero and his vil'ain in
'The Great Ruby" fight in a balloon
Weber and Fields before they fell
rut n reality fell nut in a play in a
flying machine scene in one of their
betrlesquea Lew Dosjoitader, who has
invented and inap4ticeef iorne,of the
rest novel effatts ceen in minstrelsy,
has used the air machine idea. as well
aa the sight-seeing automobile. Once
lie got 'n trouble on the White
Froise lawn in Washington whie pol-
io,' for some mowing pietweee in
traich he meant tn use a representa-
tion of Preaident Roosevelt and Rook.
er T Washington
• • •
The locomotive and the railroad
J. G. KILLER train have been money-getter n the
drama fo- many years Still. there
Wit MARBLE- fa main many opportunities for im-
p-ovine upon the effects in use. Be-
fore an inventor trice to make a hit
with someth ng in the railroad line,
however. he should know what has
been done. He should study the
LAwy gas. engine used in "The Fast Mail," and
those used in "The Pay Train." in
tielt:ch Florence Bindlev -ode intoPractice in all the courts of th• fame: "The Midnight Flyer." "The
state. Both phones 31. Ninety and Nine." 'n which play the
Rooms 1, and 3 Register Beale crprme rims throurrh a burning for-
'.g, 523 1-2 Broadway. ert: 'Bedford's Hope." in which one
 race, an automobile. and "The Love
Cecil Re
FLOITR.NOY it REED
I V/Y111111.
C. MA11111111 SEARS, 11.I,
Office 1101 Meyers St.
Totephoo 371,
MT. Kiver,M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
.884e."P f Nate* as
ALM W. BARKLEY,
Armen', at Law
110001 No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.
Padscai.
Kentucky
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Queen & Crescent Route
November 20th.
Also Low Homeseekers Rates on
November 6th and 2oth to points in
Tennessee, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama,
Cleorgeia, Florida, Texas, Nebraska
and Colorado.
Tickets first class allowing liberal
stopovers in each direction and good
returning within thirty days.
For Illustrated literature and com-
plete information call on or address,
A. R. COOK, City Passenger and
Ticket Agent, 234 Fourth Street
Louisville. Ky.
C. H. Hungerford, District Passen-
ger Agent, 234 Fourth street,
Louisville, Ky.
T. G. BEAM Ti'. Assistant General
- 
-• r4 4.1.4 Mn.
I.
DR. R. E. IlEARNI
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR.. HOYER
Rootn mg Fraternity
Office 'phone Old 331 R.
'phone old 464.
Rcute," in which one is drawn upon
the stage.
• • •
The automobile effect in "Bedford's
Hope" is one of the best stage effects
that have been created by Lincoln
J. Carter. from whose branhave
come many of the best that are used
upon the stage today. Barney Old-
field, the automobile driver. was re-
QUIa.:K CONSTRUCTION
AND NAVAL STRENGTH
The tnglish naval authorities, to
pi tody tne famil.ar adage, are show-
leg us that "he builds twice who
builds quickly"-that speed in con-
sti uction s an important factor in
naval s:iLngth, says the Literary Di-
g4 ea. They have bu It in one sho:t
yt.ar the most powerful ship in the
werld, and they regard their success
Ls an additional guaranty of their su-
pillnir acy on the sea,. Their most
speedy rival, they believe, could not
do shat they have done in double the
inae, and so they can build two ships
vitae that rival is building one, even
supposing her plant to be no larger.
Tbat quIck construction is no mere
empty feat of dexterity an editratal
v iriter in Engineering (Loudon, Sep-
t•Nuber tq hast, s sii• , ,
tii the recent result in Enizlandi
'There could not be certainty Of
SUCCeSF a year ago, when the e: bpearti-_ .
tlesh:p of the Dreadnought's s ze and
power was entered upon: the result
eatta.nly adds to OUT cred t one more
:.aorabl factor in the problem of
il-ctria • • •nanc- of our sea power. It
is true that much preliminary work
11;id h'-5 ii done on the D eadnotight
pr•or to the laying of the keel on
04:10ber 2. tgo; • • • We prefer, there-
fore in estimating the t me occupied
r Ming' the Dreadnought, to take
0.4- date when the orders were first
i,sued be the admi-alty. Even so,
the Dreadnought will be running her
mid. within sixteen months from the
anal acceptance of the deign by the
board of admiralty, and she will be
cammissioned within eighteen months
oi such decision.
"can this record be repeated? Can
it be made general practice? An af-
firmative answer to these questions
may just fy the action of the admir-
alty in d minishing, fo the moment,
the amount of new shipbuilding work,
la• - • e shall presently show, we
can then afford to beg'n the con-
struction of a ship almost a year lat-
er ta•n any foreign nat•on with the
aevanra-- of fell krowl,-(i,,e of the r
d •i'" aid still have the vessel ready
for war service as soon as stich 
There
rot-
‘...unc. .o eoare eibrb%lete a ahoor nine Britishni nf
laresidnentvlit • class in two years
:too thre.• months: four or five could
e-setily nneleetatie tn ren-at the
e-raneenance of cornpletng a TI•ead-
,,rt-r.h• eiehteee months Theis
especially the ease with the firms
wee theeeselvea marinflesti-• the ar-
ne gns, and. rum noseriti ri es. as
vve ";114•1:16erieniTinva11hTlyne
machinery
continues 
hull
t °is
rerarrf"d by some as a 'menace' to
Prat sh naval supremacy. we may
wait for such full knowledoe of her
4" gnu as or naval intelligence de-
partment will provide, as we may
then not only produce ships 'ape-jot
in fiehting qualities, but in greater
numbers and w thin a much shorter
period of time"
The writer takes up statistics tam
ried by German writer. and con-
cludes that it is very doubtful if. with
!h. present facilities. Germany can
p -odirce shps in less than two and
0,e half years. In the past the time
,alren has ranged between thrty-nine
ane fifty months, and the ships were
as a rule, of moderate size Francei• still slower, though she has been
imp:loving. French battlesh ps ten
soars ago occupied about seven yearsin construction, while later ships have
required an average of five years. The
Paene, laid down in toot, completed
her trials a month ago. It is ex-
cocted that the six new battleshps
now to be ordered will occupy four
years in construction. What this all
means to the Briton particularly and
what its significance is to the world-In general are brought out in whati
follows. Says the writer:
,"The prospects, therefore, are tnat
-n teio8 no Continental nation will
sponsihle for some of the perfection have in fighting condition one singleto which the automobile race scene ship of the Dreadnought type. where-in "The Vanderbilt Cup" reached. art itfhethreatBeriotifshcoandsmtriuraclttioyncoantttaiinnuedesBuildiog. William Gillette, who has a mind that
Residaseee tuns to inventions, has perfected some with the sho to be tried next week,
of the best stage dev'ees. His work they will have one squadron made up
'
with telegraphy in "Secret Service" of six Dreadnoughts, and, in addition,
and with appliances of war in "Held a squadron composed of eight shipsby the Enethy" were among the first of the King Edward VII class and 1
applications of those attractions for tat, Lord Nelsons The first squad- f.E. T LIGHTFOOT.
LAWYER.
Will practice in all courts of Le
tackv.
the stage. ren will have sixty 12
-inch guns. vt.thThe value to a manager of a new the enormous advantage of a shortin.provement upon an old effect lies an easily manipulated firing line,
mostly in the fact that people who while the second squadron will have
sce his show are given one thing forty 72
-inch guns and fifty-two 9.2-
above all others to talk about. They inch guns. Both will be enormously
ask other theatergoers if they have cuperior to any squadron of an equal I
seen this or that scene or effect and number of ships of any other navy."the arousing of curiosity about an at-
traction is one of the things that
• 
the far-sighted manager is most anx- Static, Galvanic, Fa
Dr. B. T,Hei
K. HENDRICE.
Hendrick, Mille,
dtb Marble
a ious to do. radio Electricity andI 1 One of the Wings to be remembered '
in trying to supply this demand is that vibratory Massage forOffice with Dr. Rivers & Riven, ma a thing seen on the stage is worth Female and NervousResidence 1041 uay, ow Phone 169a the effect that appeals to the imag-
North Fifth. Both Phones 3,56. more than fifty things heard, and that
Diseases. Dr. J. Wination thorugh the eye is infinitely Pendlev 311 B' 'superior to that which makes its ap-
peal through any of the other senses.
DE. W. C. EUBANK/ Almost te,000 women work about
the mines in the Geernutn Enspiye.(Homeopathist) Boston's superintendent of public
schools reports an enrollment of 95,- 130
(Nate 3o6 Broadway-RAG* me last.
776 pupils this year-2108 more than forOralfbor oues: edtripplagInfra account  
Residence. Sto Writadiky. #
"Savrint. Money
us a Habit"
It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
a
The Easier ItiGets
MIllt.be Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling Up 1
•........._ . 
Sart Today to Save a Little
$1 Will Sart You. . . . . . . .
MechRi.ic's and F &mars
Savings gad,
227 Broa
war'.
4*
 moo*
I DOW
PHANE...
The Modern Window D•coration
WHILE EQUAL- IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST T GLASS MADE.
IT CAN SS Al' PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT ii.XCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AM,
ADMITS THE L GHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREZAB1 F HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS. MATZ
ROOMS AND YRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THZ
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL SINUS OP DECORATIONS.
C. C. Lee. 315 Owl!,
WINCIWIIR
; •
1.4•
e;.*- • •
• .1 'n
NUBLACK "
Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
they Always Get The Same.
For Sale Ev•rywherik
.4--1' 
---'-''S 1-.31S-..1.**111-1.-A0-1•01/g//fradhlak-/VP-/
-'70's-nr-ns>"k64/11
PLUMBING...
Steam and Dot Wait,' Keating. ;?
Mei 133. (20 N.11,41
ifItt4iLm41Ler-flag.cottrit• 4014--
_44ce-alt.st/- eP
Mattil, Efinger oftS Co
Pier tia
Free Dirt
Parties wanting earth may have
same by hauling it away.
THOS. BRID(-PS ar SON.
A nortrait of King Charles' dwarf, Algiers marketed 6600 tons of cork
wood last year from the state for..Dobson, which at a sale in 1132)
failedto realize more than $37.50, wa ests.
sold by auction in London recently
for $t260. The Spanish government has the
good intention of opening 5000
I Cyclists in Romania" to facilitate chools for the small Spaniard.
Identification are compelled by law
to have thei memos as tbo lumps co.
their wheele en ite to be legible gi temperate. manhood hot bit ert4
Ii* Reecti. The heart that sees Noes 
always. :iyc Socrnte4
-- titan we tard that 'Altana.
Conaactors. In childhood be modest in youra
Undertakers and Embalmers.
•
1 4
•
•
S. THIRD STREFT: PA.DUCIAICtit
3. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
•
•
•
•
Subscribe ex
•
OFFICE PHONIC 1114-a • R611,DENCE PIT:XE • 31)
1•
4
•
•
liaqdsome Silverware
.0 ADORN YOUR TABLE. NEW PA
TTERNS AND DESIGNS
UI SeRVING SPOONS. FORKS, POONS, 
FISH KNIVES, DISH.
•, ETC.
WEiWING GIFTS
OP SILVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO 
PLEASE. -YOL-warn
MAKE NO MIS1AKE IF YOU PURCHASE 
SOME OF OUR
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE.
OUR GOODS ARE NEW-UP TO '
DATE-SOMETHING
THAT WILL PLEASE-BEFORE YOU BUY 
CALL AND GET
PRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
J. IL. WAININER, 'wEgpRrisciAN
The Fever
Season
Use few sorra, foe the foam whom boss
 is eqpigeosid with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
ant seaman ea awl Steam or Hot 
Vista Hoses. emu
k
Ed D.Hannan
THE PROMP T PLUMBER,
3s5 Kentucky Avenue. 13s South I 
ourth Street BotL Phones so
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident," Life,; Liability, Steam 
Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 360. - 
Residence Phone 73t
Dr .Geo. Masgana
VETERINARY SURGEON AND 
DENTIST.
Graduate from Affortville 
Veterinary school (Paris, France) 
also
Ontario Veterinary school and 
Detroit Dental college. Charter 
member of
she Ohio Veterinary Medical 
Association. Will treat scientifically with 
the
latest improved instruments and 
up to date treatment all 
diseases of
domesticated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY 
ATTENDED NIGHT AND DA
Y.
Offices Thompson Transfer Co.,
 Both 'phones 557.
- 
Guy Nance & Son
s
UNDERTAKERS AND FMBALMERS
White Ambulance tor sick and 
injured only
Office and residence 213 South 
3rd Street'
inionae• New 334. Old 699! Open 
Day and Night
Excursio:
St. Louis and Tennessee Ri
ver Pack-
et company-the cheapest 
and lies
4 excursion oct of Paduca
h.
/4
A. S. DABNEY
-DENTIST-
lruehart
TEL. 75.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent
$81nn for the Rued Trip to aot Fraternity Building.UU Tennessee rlyer & retur Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone ,
It is a trip of pleasure, cornice
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave 
eacb
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. ut
For other information apply to 
Jai
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE IND
THROAT.
Ghee and Residence, Rooms 3 Ana •
•
ealiesble Building
nom tap-Pei...
PATIUCAH, KENTUCKY.
PABST BLUE MINA
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar,
A. La g-ornar s no.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New 'none 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles, -
Isserssee, Corporation and
'1uuiEstskLsr.
FRANKLIN WAS HONORED.
The Fawns Allailltian Philosophers
Was the Rage of the Frenek
Court.
Franklin became the fashion of ths
season. For the oourt itself dabbled
• little in liberal ideas, wrote John
Bay, in "Franklin in France" in Can
tury. Bo powerful was the vast ine
pulse of free thought that then WIG
enced tbe mile] of France--that sue
oeptIble French mind that always ate
ewers like the wind harp to the breath
of every true human aspiration-that
even the highest classes had caught
the Infection of liberalism. They
I handled the momentous words Liberty
and Human Rights in their dainty
I way, as If they were only a new game
for their amusement, not knowing
what was to them the terrible Import
of those words. It became very much
the accepted thing at court to rave
about rranklin. 'the mums sad lave
ly queen, Marie Antoinette, was most
winning and gracious toward him.
The languid courtiers crammed
natural &Mesas to talk with hen The
small wits who knew • little Greek
called him Solon and Aristides' Lad
Phocion.
It is sad to Utak of the utter Th
eoesclouusees of these amiable aristo
crate They sever dreamed that this
man Fraakila warn a portent and
prophet to them. He was laeurnate
deeneersey, sad they petted hiss
They sever imagined that in sheweriag
their pood-satared homage upon this
austere republican they were sowine
the wind which would ripen in as asp
fel harvest of whirlwinds. Later,
when the whirlwinds had hardly got
beyosd this frisky stage of their do
velopment the queen lamented bitter
ty the folly of them ovations to the
great democrat. There was one saga.
does head that wa• wisely shakes
over these indiscretions while they
tasted. Joseph II, emperor of Ana
tria, brother to the queen, who was
in Paris on his travels, and who was
as much of • democrat himself as an
emperor can be, when his sister re
baked his coolness on the American
question; replied: "Madam, the trade
I live by is that of a royalist."
Court Incense could not tura the
philosophic head any -0-n than the
loud acclaim of tLe . When
Franklin found 1-Inisea we honored
guest of royalty, his thoaghts reverted
to those farawity days of his boyhood
when his father used to quote to him
In the old candle shop at Boston, the
words at th• wise man, "Seen thou •
man diligent in his busters? Be shall
stand before kings." The old sage
heard the echo of that paternal yoke
resounding over half a century, and •
sew and strange light as of prophecy
hasit.o. Illumined the immortal
words. Surely no man ever lived more
diligent in his heathen. Surely no
man ever stood, with more of the in-
nate dignity of upright manhood, he
fore kings.
FEWER BROADWAY SWELLS.
New York Tailor Tells Why Good
Clothes Are Not flo Often
Seen.
"7.-here are fewer well dressed men
In.BreMway at the present time than
I bays known for several years,- saio
an Lp:o-st tailor. reports the Sun. "At
the same time there are more well
dressed men in New York Low that
evre because there are more men hers
th4o ever, but the good dressers are
at on street parade.
"You find them at the clubs, at th•
places of amusement. The day of th
Brosdway dandy has passed, though
If you doubt this take a stroll through
Broadway on any afternoon %thn the
weather mar has made good on bt*
torecast for fair weather.
'At the time when Broadway had
the reputation of showing off more
well. dressed men than any other city
In ibis country there was more' leisure
In New York. The New Yorker of to-
day is too much engrossed with his
business to idle in front of the hotels
or on the corners.
-When he is at business he appears
in business attire. When he quits
business he disappears from the street
and comes out in proper attire 
elsewaerc later in the day.
"Another iear.on why you notice
fewer of the well dressed now than
formerly is that the turnout in the
street is more mixed. We have men
from all parts of the country. They
are vr:r nr-a: 03. Y7, Is
seeo, and in the crush We well dressed
man is not as conspicuous as he need
to be
At the time when Broadway had
the reputation of showing off so many
of the properly attired the good dress-
ers had it nil their own way. In that
day one could get the styles by watch.
ing the procession.''
No Danger.
"Now. Mr. Newcome," the vestry-
man, who was decidedly low "church,"
said to the new rector, "there's one
thing we demand of our rector; there
must be so surplice here-"
' "Surplus' interrupted the Rev. Mr.
Newoome, "there's no danger of that
on the salary you per."-Philadelphia
Press.
The Economical Spirtt.
Friend-But, my dear, he's dissigatei
and indolent and entirely unfit for •
husband.
Wtdow-But he's Just about poor
Henry's build.
Friend-What has that to do with
It?
Widow-Henry left such a quantity
1 beautiful dotheit.--(_hicago Sun.
Personal Hatter with Him.
''Orimmer seems tIolently opposed
to clubs. Is it ou personal or geueral
grounds?"
"Personal. I think. He met his wife
at the golf .club. courted her at a coun-
try club. married her between club
meetings, and now all the money tie
pays her for alimony goes to keep up
her club dues."-Judge.
Deeply Ingrained.
•What kind of maln is old Wheel
icks9" asked the newcomer.
"Wheezicks?" said the other. "ilea
the contrariest most-selfish old wester
that ever lived. When one of hie
teeth Iles, there's not another Wolk
In his heed that sympathizes with it'
-Chicago Tribune.
USUALLY
She-I wonder what ailment the klao
lag germ causes.
He-Palpitation of the hart.- Cita
sago Daily News.
Too Fast.
A daring young ro•n named Mazola
Fell out cor • bus.eg balloon;
Ile fell os his Deck,
Exclaiming: "By Heck.
1 reckon I landed too soon."
-Milwaukee SenuneL
Disapproved.
Mamma-Why don't you play with
Johnny Jones?
Tommy-He shoots crape for camel
Mamma-My dear child! And yo,.
don't think that's nice, do you?
Tommy-Naw, be always wins evb
arything I got!-Cleveland Loader.
Too Much for Her.
Algernon-And what did your Lathes
say when you told him I had proposed,
dearest?
Gertrude-Ole Algernon: Only •bar-
gain counter phonograph would repeat
such awful language!-Chicago Daily
News.
The Eternal Problem.
And as he continued to gase at her.
It struck him that he had never beheld
a woman so beautiful. One thing eel,
seemed lacking.
"I've simply nothing to wear," all
said, with a languid sigh of regret.
No Time to Lose.
Millicent-It doesn't seem quite sisal
for those men to court that young widow
so soon after her husband's death.
Hortense-But this is an exceptions/
ease. Sverybody is saying that black is
unbecoming to her.-Puck.
Appropriate.
She-Mrs. Flushly says she's going
to have her winter hat trimmed with
stuffed squirrels.
He-Well, I always said she was in
alined to be nutty In her sky-piece,--
Detroit Free Press.
CompatibiLty.
"How Is you: son getting on with his
work?"
-""Beautifrily.• -hswered the father of
the gilded youth. "He never troubles
It. and It never seems to trouble him."-
Washington Star.
The Custom.
"Who was the man that was kick.
tag so about the crowded cars?" asked
the conductor.
"He just got off." said a passenger
"without paying his fare."-Detroit
Free Press.
Everything Quiet.
Church-Everything 18 quiet over Is
Philadelphia. I SUMAC
Gotham--06, yes; a man over there
has just patented a noiseless baby car-
rtsge.-Yonkers Statesman.
Horrors!
''o,'' e5. b. • oil are twit!" cute
the girdle to the corset_
"Well, you see I've been on a bust,"
answered the stays, with a merry
laugh.--Oleveland Leader.
Where There's a Will.
"Old Scadds says he Is dying fin
love of rue."
"Better hurry and marry him, then,
d you expect his dying to ao you any
good "-Houston Post.
Education and Literature.
Mrs Knicker-Jack writes for $R
quick to buy books:
KnIcker-Strtk es me those college
books must be arsons the six beet sell. -
era-N. Y. Sun. The bah that bind men most
 ef-
fectively are within and not without.
• / One Cloud Point
"Was h Is fixing machine &success?"
"Oh. yes; it failed to work before N
get far enough up to hurt."-Lifei.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
aoiRECTZD MAY 30, 1906.
. SOUTH BOUND No. lox NO. 103 No. 121
Leave Cinicmaati  8:20 a.m. 6:00 p.m.
Leave Louisville  I2:01 p.m. 9:40 p.m. 7:30 a.m.
Leave Owensboro  6:30 p.m. goo cm
Lave Horse Branch  2:28 p.m. 12:08 cm. ii:o5 a.m.
Leave Central City  3:30 P.m. • ;03 a.m. 12:3o p.m
Leave Nortonville  4:08 P.m. 1:40 a.m. 1:28 p.m.
Leave Evansville  13:50 p.m. 4:40 P.m. 840 a.m.
Leave Nashville  7:00 p.m. 8:o5 Lel.
Lea*e Hopkinsvile  9.45 p.m. 11 :20 a.ikt.
Leave Pr ,-...on 4:55 PAIL 2:27 a 'fl. 2;15 PAP
Arrive Paducah ... • 6:1c pm. 3.40 a.m. 4:15 P-111.
Leave Paducah it 6:15 pin. 3:45 am. 4:20 p.n.
Arrive Fbitun  7:20 p.m. 4:50 am. 6:00 p.n.
Arrive Ghbs, Tens.  8:06 p.m. 5:51 am.
Arrive Rives
Arrive Jacksen 
Arrive Memphis
Arrive New Orleans 
8:13 p.m. 6:oi a.m.
7:15 a.m
-vio p.m. 8:20 a.m.
10:35 a.m. 8:15 p.m.
NORTH BOUND No 102 No. 104 Na I= ,
Leave New Orleans  7:to p.m. 9:15 a.M.  •
Leave Memphis  6:45 a.m. 8:50 P.m. ..... ...
Leave Jackson, Ten:.  8:07 a.m. 10:10 p.m.
Leave Rives  51:58 p.m.   .
Leave Fulton  10:15 a.m. 52:35 2.1:11, 6:oo um
Arrive Paducah   11:20 a.m. 143 a.m. 7:40 1"11
Leave Paducah  11:25 a.m. I 42 Lai, 7:50 LB
Arrive Princeloe   I2:39 p.m. 343 a.m. imp ilala
Arrive lillopkiii•• !le  6:35 p.m. 5:20 am.
Arrive Nashville ,••••••• 9:25 p.m. 8:to a.m..  •.
Arrive Evansville . 
 
 
345 P.m. 945 *.in. 
ArriveNortonville  1:38 p.m. 3;51 a.m. 10:35 a.m•
Airrive Central City   2:05 p.m. 4:30 am. U:30 di
Arsive Horse Branch  3:o6 p.m. 5:18 a.m. is:u p‘m
Areive Owensboro  *4:55 Pm. ilso a.m. *cm p.m
Arrive Louisville ....•••. 9:35 p.m. 7:50 a.m. 455 p.m
Arrive Cincinnati  935 p.m. taxa° noon  
amr. sows DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No, 374
Leave Paducah  1240 p.m. 4:20 p.m.
Arrive Carbondale   4;25 pm. 840 P.lis
6:30 a.m. 6:3o a.m.Arrive Chicago 
Arrive St. Louis  8:30 P.u1 rao a.m.
SOUTH BOUND No. 305 No. 375
Leave St. Loma  745 a.m. ce•so p in.
Leave Chicago  3:503 2311. 6:20 p.m.
Leave Cabondale  ii .4o 1111. 7:05 1M,
Arrive Paducah  3:33 p.m. 1 t :oo am
- 
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINK.
NORT BOUND 1or-8cl 135-835
Leave Nashville  8:io cm
Leave Hopkinsville:  .• 11:20 a.m 6:40 a.m.
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m 7;45 a,m,
Arrive Paducah  4:15 P m. 9:35 a.m.
Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m 9:30 a.m.
Arrive Cairo  745 p.m 11:10 a.m.
Arr've St. Louis  7:30 1.111 4:30
Arrive Chicago  6:y Lin 9:30 P.m.
a.
•
SOUTH BOUND 122-822 136-836
Leave Chicago  6:ao p.m. 9:40 ani.
Leave StLemis  9:40 Pm. 1:50 p.m.
Leave Cairo  6:oo a.m 5:55 Pm.
Arrive Paducah  745 alrl 7:40 p.m.
leave Paducah  7:50 111.M. 3:10 p.m.
Arrive Princeton  9-419 a M. 4:45 p.171
Arrive Hopkinsville  6:io p.m.
Arrive Nashville  • . • 4. • 923 p.m
Trains marked (P) run daily except Sunday. All other trams rime
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Crociametk
Memphis and New Orleans; trains Tel and zoo sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8ot and 822 sleepers betwees
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Am connects at East Cairo with Chicago
sleeper. For further informativu, address, ,
5. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent. onion Depot, Padireah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lii aleville.Cy.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P A., Memphis, Team
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Clricago,
W. H BRILL. D. P. A.., St Loeb Ms
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
4.'?E.Al. E:TI±rE A GEIVC
PADOCAH REAL E2 • KENTUCK/ FARM • 
WO
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. 
WMIRIk•
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURVAI AND PRICE 
LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR :r.
tra3Gis et os#, WILITTlEffielliin C. gleeeleftek 4t.
Paducah Steam
Dye Works
We have enlarged our business and
are prepared to turn out more and
better grade work. Cleaning, Dying
and Repairing.
K. C. Rose, Prop.
329 South Third St.
A lie is the acute form and hypo-
crisy the chronic form of the same
dieea-;c
Excursion Rates on
The Rive'
Rcund trip to h.VANSVILLE Ahlie
RETURN, continous passage Se.oe:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, PIM
of five or over $1.50 each, without
weals; 82.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
lather particulars see
S. A. FOWI ER, Gen, Pass. Matt
or GIVEN -FOWLER, City Peen
vent. rho'', vs
•
. •
16-
4
BARGAIN DAY
ALL THROUGH THE WEEkl THIS
•
STORE'S PRICES ARE Borrow , THE
.VERY LOWEST THAT CLOSE WJYING,
BIG SALES, SMALL MARGINS 014ROFIT
. AND LITI LE EXPENSE CAN MAKE THEM
.BUT FRIDAY IS SPECIAL—PRICES ARE
.CUT, SOMV.TIMES A QUARTER, COME-
TIMES A THIRD AND SOMETIlt" A
HALF. IT WILI.: PAY YOU TO COMIf
BRING YOUR FRIENDS.
Today Will Be a Big Day In! This &ore
No, we don't. credit, we sell ccoods too cneap. Our 9th. Phenomenal FridayBargain Giving Event comes off today. R.emember tha tit is the quality ofti e goods in these sales, as well as the prices which make them bargains. Youcan hardly afford to let other_engagements keep you away.
Today Millinery.
111 Pattern Hate at cost today
All Trimmed Hats at cost today.
All Infant's Cars and Hate at
ust today.
Choice of all Ready-to-wear Hats
at soc today.
All Fine Braids at coat today.
aa-inch F ne Black Amazon Plumes
at $2 today.
no-inch Black Plumes at 74c to-
day.
3oo Fancy Feathers in broken lolls
tut to and isc today.
Silks Special For Today. -nu.'
At 85c Black Taffeta, worth $1
At eiac Fashionable Plaid Silks,
ssorth 65c.
At 25c 19-inch Satin, worth 50e.
Today Dress Goods Sale.
At 12 1-2c Danish Cloths, worth 15c
At 20C Dress., Goods, worth 25c.
At 33c Suitinga, worth sec
6oc Snitings wo-th $t.
AS ;$ac hriasa viorth it.
at 80ac B-oad Cloth, worth $1.25. •
.At $z Fashionable Plaids, worth$1.50.
At $1.35 Fashionable Plaids, worth
Su t Bargains.
Another Phenomenal Tailor-made
Suit Bargain Sale today.
At $io, worth $.ao.
At $7, worth $12.
At $3.65, worth $7.5o.
Slrhis Spacial Today.
Af $1.75, worth $3.50.
A: $2.50, worth $5.
At gs, worth $7 to $8.
Silk Waist Bargains Just Received
At $aabs, worth $4.
At $1.95, worth $2 7..;
At $4.95, worth $7.
Furs Today.
The values are exceptionally good
The prices range from soc up for fine
neck pieces.
Friday Underwear Sale.
Woman's Good Weight Vests and
Pants at aoc, worth 25c.
Women's Heavy Fleeced Pants and\rests at 24e.
Children's Extra Good Quality
Fleeced Union Suits at ac.
Boys, Exteremely Heavy Fleeced
liniou Suits at 47c.
Girls' Heavy Ribbed Union
at 47c.
Men's Heavy Fleeced Shirts and
Drawers At 24C.
Men's Extra Heavy
Jnd Drawers at 4&. 
BigSpecial Bargains in Shoes Today.
Women's Shoes—
At 95c, worth $1.25.
At $1.35, worth $1.50.
At Silo, worth $1 75
At $a, worth $a.5c•
At $2.50 worth $3.5o.
Men's. Boys' and Children's Shoe,
will be sold correspondingty low in
ti.day's sale.
Suits
Fleeced Shirts
Harbour's Department Store NOUN THIRD STREET.
Half Square From Biloaciway
ADAD
cigar
"SEVEN ARE WE'
FOR 25c
• LITERARIES
AT SCHOOL
'MERE'S NOT A SPOOK
191 OLD PADIMEE
THAT WOULDN'T DO THEM
HONOR;
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND OF
THESE YOU'LL FIND
AT
M'PHERSON'S CORNER.
illICEIVER FOR DELMONICOS
nineutor Wes One to Prevent Al-
leged Danger to Business.
New vork, Nov. 15.—Application
Ser the appointment of a recz:ver for
the two Delmonico's restaurants in
diis city was made to the supreme
'court today by Albert Thieriot, est-
imator of the wills of Rosa and Lo-
venzo C. Delmonico. Thieriot also
brought an action for an accounting
aes nit Joseghine C. Delrnonico, who
milloagef- tfi• two restaurants. Mr.
Thieriot declared that the solvency
et bttAiness is unquestioned but that
Ns action was taken to prevent a
loose system of keepUg the accounts
which, he declared, Josephine Del-
t:mit° intends to put into operation.
The value of the property was given
.7s Moo.noo.
-e-Fire at the home of Jane Evans,
colore.1, of 816 North Tenth streeet
yesterday morping caused a $5o
lose/before exinguished.
—Miss Peal M. Fuller and Mr.
-'John M Reeves of 1519 South Fifth
street, were marred het Monday in
. 'Metropolis
1111181110,0104111111111110141111MM1010011
Out-of-Town
Medicines. . .
Very often an article is not
knownin this market which
may be desired by some oas
who has used it elsewhere.
• •
We Cat Get It
Even from foreign countries
if neccessary, .in the least
possible time. It is our chief
desire to serve our customers
well—better then our com-
petitors do If possible.
NIGHT BELL AT SIDE
DOOR. -
Fee, prompt delivery al
over town from 7 a. m. to
le p. CIL
R. W. W kLICER CO.,
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and "roadway.
Both Phones 177.
A removal creates the 'vacancy with- • • • . •• • * • • • • • • 4 •iiut further action, but it is proiseble + 
•that the members will not elect a POPULAR WANTS. •
successor to serve antil the first of 
•
ntxt year. because January tat the • • • • • • • • • • • • • •dentocrata elected last election day go
,nto office and supersede one-half of1 Ne old republican trustees, one ofwhom was Dr. Pitcher.
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS TO Mrs. Pitcher and child left yester-
HOLD THEIR'S THIS AFTER- day for Chicago. to join Dr. Pitcher,
NOON IN AUDITORIUM. who will open an office there and re-
side. I FOR RENT—Two nice rooms sad•
'board. Good table. 235 South Sixth
street, corner Washington street
-LOST—A pa r of dies:mood earrings.
small diamonds, suitable reward will
he paid if returned to this office, or
to Miss Francis Murray 319 Maw**
street.
TEACHERS HOLD THEIRS
Steel Cars Would Have Saved M
Lives on the B. & 0. 
any
The people killed at the BaltimoreAT THE SAME TIME and Ohio railroad accident were be-
, ir.g hauled in cars that were no
stronger than kindling wood. Had
HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL, thc cars been of steel or had they
TEAM LEAVES THIS AFTER- been Pullmans the loss of life would
NOON AT 3:10. not have been half so great.
Many people in this country ride
ir the Pullman cars for the reason
that the Pullmans are stronger thanProbable Thal no One Will Be Se-
ord nary coaches used bs the tall-lected to F:.1 the Vacancy Crest-
!roads.eel by Reline-al of Dr. Pitcher.
The United States deveral years ago
pissed a law compelling all railroads
to adopt safety appliances for brake-There beim no sesslon of the pub- men. At first the railroads were not
lic schools ti s afternoon ;-trconot to substitute the automatic
of the teachei s' monthly literary gatl. couplers for the .old-time hand coup-
lers. Finally, all the roads were cow-ering, the pulls of the high school
pelled to substitute the automaticn•eet at 2t30 o'clock for the purpose
of holding their literal y i.s etn_ coupler and thus brought about a
large say ng of lives of switchnsenstrehly also, st•being one of the ser-
ies of monthly gathering they in- and brakemen. . .
augorated during October. The The lesson of the Baltimore andOhio wreck should not be forgotten.scholars have entire charge of 'their
gatherings, one of the number presid- Yesterday it was reported that onhing and supervising execut on of the ondred were killed instead of fifty.
piogram, which is participved in by The discrepancy was because of thefact that tickets were issued to admany of them. The sessions are held 
andap-  babies and children were hassledby the students in the auditorium 
stairs, and are proving exceedingly free. The company counted its loss
p • "1) by the number of tickets sold.opular, as they form a theme of in- 
stmetion, as well as recreation. The 
bl 
At the next session of congress a
WANTED FORprogram for this afternoon is: should be introduced compelling ilisbelse-abodaitedanudnzrrciiedtizes
tn:nof United
Reading—Kathereliu:: Garron—The thc railroads to begin the construe-
Over Doing of Tower II. titan of steel coaches at once. States. -4 good character an telopeRecitation—Isabella Griffip—"fraa- Thilroad companies use steel freight
1 FOR RENT—Two-story framedwelling. six rooms and bath. corner
I ftb and Madison streets. Apply to
E G. Boone.
FOR RENT—Two furnished rooms
for light house-keeping Ring Old
i'Phonc io33.
FOR RENT—Out room and board.
ya6 Jefferson.
FOR RENT—Three room frame
residence on Fourth near Washing-
ten. Sewerage connections, pantry,
etc.
FOR SALE OR RENT—Thrge
room L house with water in kitchen,
new never been occupied. Jones St.
between Eighth and Ninth street
McCRACKEN REAL ESTATE &
iMORTGAGE CO., INC Call 3111 So
Sixth street 'Phone M.
Expert Accountant
Will post, examine, systematize aid
audit books by the day, week, or the
iob Terms Reasonable.
JOHN D. SMITH, Jr., Fratern
ity building.
watha."
sPiano Solo—Mary Miler. I on that they are more economical
Reading—Virginia Gilbert _Dnicie.s , than wooden cars. Why not let them
s..nristmas. - 1 devote their attention iitst to mak-
.,..,.
Vocal Solo—Ora Pryor—"Where ling steel passenger f.ine and ttsl'e.. making an economical saving inthe Snow Birds Cross the Valley" hReading—Dottie Dofton—"A Warn- aman life?—Chicago 
Examiner.
Piano Duet—Vera Smith and Win-
l aic Thixton.—"Autumn Days.-Reading—Chesley Gregory. — "ALittle White Dove.
Off For Hopkinsville.
"I his afternoon at 3:10 o'clock the
Paducah High School football team
goes over to Hopkinsville, where to-
morrow they will play the club from
the schools of that city. The local
nicmbers have been pract;cing hard
for some days and are in first class
condition. They expect to walk away
with all the honors. Tomorrow morn,
ing professor Payne of the High
School goes over to be nr•sent for
the contest, which comes off in the
;Ifternoon. The Paducah boys expects) come back tomorrow night.
. Monthly Literary. ,
i'bis noon the public schools dis-
miss for the week, so that this after-
noon the tearhers can hold their
monthly literary, which is conducted
at the Washington building on West
Broadway. Superintendent Lieb leads
the gathering during which time the
cducators will review works of psy-
chology up until the time of Heruart-
:an
Trustee Departed.
-Dr. W. H. Pitcher, trustee for the
school from the Third \ ay. d. has
morel to Chicago to live. and by vir-
Plc of his departure a vacancy Is
created in the board of educatioa.
Word from Neward. Ohio, is that
last Saturday Miss Mabel Burke was
married to Engineer James T Over
street of the B. and 0 railroad. The
groom is the son of Mr. B. S. Over-
street of 1231 Jackson street, this
city.
• To Ladies Only.
Mrs. Kitchen is at the Craig
 
An-
nex giving vibrator massage, face,
calp and bust; all blemishes remov-
ed: proficient and reliable. 0/d 'phone
144-
U. S. ARMY—
between
and steel coal cars for the MS- rote habits. who can speak. read and
'mitt Enirlieh.- For information ap
e.y to Recruiting Officer, New limb
• r. A IA rttrat Parity-9h K T
Free Dirt.
Pities wanting earth may have
same by hauling it away.
THOS. BRII),;..‘; & Soal
-nnt T a CtOfa.
Violet, Ultra-Violet,
and X-Ray treatment
used in Cancer and
Skin Diseases. "Jr. J.
W. renaley, 311 B'w'y.
gtibscribe for the Register
MANY QUAIL;..
MANY HUNTERS
THE Fartaratitit FULL OF THE
WADS AND ALSO THE
NIMRODS.
No Acc4entz .Have OcauTad, But
Dispstchss Note Some Oc-
curring Away From Her..
Reports from the woods yesterday
were that the fields were full of hunt
ers seeking the festive quail, many of
which have beeii tiagged, and are now
serving as dela- Ass morsels of food
upon many tables. The sportsmun all
report that the fields are just crowded
with the birds while benched* of peo-
ple are out daily shooting them--or at
them.
Dispatches from different sect ors
of the country show that some acci-
dents have already happened, some
hunters being accidentally shot in
crowded fields. while a death or two
has occurred.
The Parlucab sportsmen are very
careful though, as it has been years
.,ince anyone got in the way of an-
other's gun and was injured. Some
narrow escapes were made. but math-
ir.g serious resulted.
GREAT DANGER OF
COAL FAMINE.
—*-- •
Only a Small Amount of Fasi Re-
mains at Bowikag Gwen
; Bowling Green, Ky. Nov. is.--Th •
city ia facing a coal famine which
will cause much suffering, should the
present cold weather continue for any
length of time.- The local coal yards
are closed up and some of the deaksi
have been out several day's. The coal
mat claim they were unable to at
cumulate a stock of coal during the
summer months on account of the
scarcity of cars and at present are
unable to supply the demand.
NEW YORK DEATH PUZZLES
•MIMM1111••••••
Dying Man and Poisoned Wows. AA
Found in Room With Corpse.
New York, Ni',,.T -One OMB
acad. another tlyirm and a woman
aer'nusly U. anoarently front gas or.4•-
oriag. were found olefin, n a lima
tara;.1,pd rrawri in an east side lcielg-
lag-boos* which one of the men hid
eitepeed yesterday.. vivito, his aeme40
tbelandlady as Mkbeal Blake. Min+
mystery was thrown around the case
when, after an examination of Mrs.
Blake and the ankroswe rasa at the
hospital. the lure-eons declared that
they were 'offering from knockout
droPs
--Mr. and Mr2. Alex McCarthy of
Fourth and Ts/instatc. have a new
soft.
A COLD BLOODED PROPOSITION',
Would You Pick Up 5c, 10c, or 15c Pieces It Tea-
Found Them In the Road.
Would you walk half a block if ',on knew positively that you cede
save sc. IOC and sse on every purchase you make M BOOKS,
_MUSIC AND STATIONERY?
WILL YOU NOT AT LEAST INSPECT OUR STOCK?
It is STUFF and NONSFNSE to talk about cheap quality on Copy-right h:oks and music. The QUALITY • the same :I every storebue WE CUT THE price to GET YOUR TRADE—aee?
DON'T BE A CLAM BUT GIVE US A SHOW FOR YOURTRADE.
D. E. WILSON
AT HARBOUR.S DEPAR.TM MT STORE
•••••111116.•••••••111111111
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
• PHONE 254
GENUINE
TRADE WATER COAL R.EALPITTSBURG
.11111114-
West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED.
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohiik
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